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CONTEST

For Undergraduate College and High School Students
SPONSORED BY

THE

OMEGA

PSI PHI
in Connection

FRATERNITY,

Inc.

With the Promotion of Its

National Negro Achievement Week Project
November 7-14 (Inclusive),

1937

COLLEGE GROUP
The essays must be concerning "Causes and Effects of Juvenile Delinquency
Among Negroes." The treatment of the subject is largely left to the ingenuity of
the writer. Juvenile Delinquency may be considered in light of causal factors, as
well as preventive methods. Stress may be laid upon the part played by the social
order in all phases of delinquency, i. e., church; school; home; community; professions;
penal institutions.
Preference will be given to those essays that show thought,
observation and analysis rather than to those that just show familiarity with text
books and statistics.
COLLEGE GROUP AWARDS

"-

,

HIGH SCHOOL GROUP AWARDS

lst-$50.
and Journal of Negra Education (1 yecr l ,
~nd-$15.
and Jaurnal of Negro Life and History (1
3rd-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
4th-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
5th-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
6th-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
7th-Any
Negra Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
8th-Negro
Year Book (1 yecr l,

1st-$25.
and Journal of Negro Education (1 year).
2nd-$10.
and Journal of Negro Life and History (1
3rd-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
4th-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
5th-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Ci:hoice
6th-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
7th-Any
Negro Newspaper of Contestant's
Choice
8th-Negro
Year Book (1 yead.

year).
(1 yr.I.
(1 yr.I.
(1 yr.l.
(1 yr.I.
(1 yr.l.

In addition to the awards enumerated
every contestant
to whom an award
official publication of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.

is made will receive

a subscription

(1 yead

to the

yearl.
(1 yr.l.
(1 yr.l.
(1 yr.).
(1 yr.l.
(1 yr.l.

"ORACLE,"

RULES OF THE CONTEST
1.

The contest begins on Monday, July 12, 1937, and closes Saturday, October 30, 1937. Essays may be
dates, but none will be accepted that are postmarked later than midnight, October 30, 1937.
2. All essays submitted shall contain at least one thousand and not more than three thousand words.
3. All essays shall be plainly written, or typed, on one side of the paper.
All pages must be numbered.
name, address and school on a card, place in a sealed envelope and attach it to the upper left hand corner of
The contestant's
name must not appear on any page of the essays.
The envelopes with the name cards will not
have all been judged.

submitted

any time between

these

4.
5.
6.

Each contestant
must write
the top sheet of the essay.
be opened until the essays

Essays submitted are not to have been copyrighted or published in any form.
No manuscript will be returned.
The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity reserves the right to publish any manuscript.

7. The awards are to be made upon the basis of research, thought, observation, analysis,
The essays are to be mailed to RobertD.Baskervill,526S.
16thStreet,Philadelphia,Pa.
November 7-14 with the observance of National Negro Achievement Week.
For further

infarmation

originality and literary merit.
Awards will be announced during

address:

ROBERT D. BASKERVILL
526 S. 16th Street

Philadelphia,

Po.

the. week of
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At Waterloo historians
tell us, Napoleon would have met defeat
even
he overwhelmed Wellington, for Blucher, the Gergeneral, was coming to attack at the same time.
However, our concern is not with Napoleon, nor Welon, but with Blucher and his memorable
army,
e manner in which they arrived at Waterloo.
Blucher,
when approaching
the battlefield,
had to
-- a con iderably deep ditch know as "La Raine,"
ieh had been turned into a veritable canal by heavy
- the night before.
As the advancing cavalry of
er' army reached this ditch, they were travelling
ch peed that it was a physical impossibility
to
.:-op. Thus they plunged into the mire; horses and men
pled beneath the hoofs of other horses.

e

by this bridge, this approach over the bodies
.: - e dead and dying, men and beasts, that the major
'on of the army finally reached its ultimate deson. To these men came glory, distinction,
and
• _ ige. but-what
of those who sacrificed all in a
srmreme e ort to serve?
Theirs was glory also; the
hich comes to those who aid mutely, yet who,
- y able to so will, would willingly do what they

move the pages of history only one century
Our picture brings us to present day America.
- - e approaching
army, the major portion, the
di1rliWIJl5. 0 to speak. Our forefathers,
slaves, have
. They too were unprepared
for the fate
. ed them. They too had come to their "La
e with the rain of prejudice of many nights
They; too, lay bloody and beaten, yet willingly
- ey suffer it again for us. They, too, should
_ ory, our forefathers,
these illustrious heroes
. toiled, slaved, fought and died that we
. e 0 attain the ends for which God: created us.
in pr ent day America is certainly no feathf ea e, but we have realized many of our
p:a::J!ipanEm:.sfondest dreams along the lines of educulture and we must remember that "La

DO.r'I<;ON

Raine" is, as yet, an unfilled ditch of sacrifice. Hence,
we must fill it by our adequate preparation
for future
Negro Americans.
. Shall we not appreciate
those who have preceded
us in the sacrifice?
Shall we not avail ourselves of the
opportunities,
the privileges
for which they suffered
and perished by making more and better opportunities
for those who are to follow us? Wake up! Slumber
no longer, young men of Omega! Let us, as a whole
take advantage
of the opportunities
offered us freely,
the approach to which has been built by the lives of our
forefathers.
Let us glorify our "La Raine."
James

G. Faustina .

JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY

Throughout
the year we have
laid the foundation for our Negro
Achievement
subject,
"Juvcnile
Delinquency,"
by having articles which directly considered causal effects of delinquency .. We have stressed
the fact that local chapters should use their initiative
to present Achievement Week as best serves their purposes.
Chapters will receive literature
which they may disseminate during Achievement
Week. They are urged
to use all convenient
vehicles of expression
at their
command, to make their program wholesome.
It is impossible to instruct chapters how to conduct
a program,
and, likewise impracticable,
to do more
than to suggest a subject such as ours, leaving the mechanics of such a program up to the originality
of the
leaders of the chapters.
•.
We repeat, however, that any Negro Achievement
project, in order to be effective must do more than refer
to individual or group achievement,
and it is for this
reason that we have considered causes and effects of
Juvenile Delinquency.
It follows that a study of the
causes and effects of Juvenile Delinquency
will pave
the way for greater
achievement
to be ultimately
stressed.
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CHIEYEMENT

work accomplished.
The fraternity
will gain glamour
Frequently the charge has been
from the knowledge that all over Omega men are achievmade that college men do not take
ing outstanding things. The publicity will reflect honor
active part in developing the comupon the winners of these medals ..
munity in which they live. The report that college men
play no important part in solving the political, social,
H. A. SPAULDING-.
or economic problems of the group is often made. There
. much too much truth in these accusations to allow the
For centuries life has been strenuous.
USES OF
condition to remain as is.
To-day
with wider distribution of wealth,
LEISURE
The popular opinion is that once a man secures his
higher wages and security for old age it
degree, his usefulness to his fellowman fades into inis enjoyable
and more secure.
Reduction of working
.D"nificance; whereafter
his only function in the comhours has brought more leisure.
Efficient functioning
munity is that of "social leader" (in the restricted sense
of economic and social machinery
adds still more.
of bridge playing, dancing, etc.) It is the duty of the
Human genius increases it further through providing
fraternity
man to destroy this popular but erroneous
speedy communication, transportation
and labor-saving
opinion. Because of our superior opportunities
we owe
devices. Amassed wealth contributes its quota. Human
a zreater obligation to our fellowman.
This obligation
requirements can now be readily met. There is time in
can only be paid in service.
which to pursue cultural and recreational goals. Society
}Iany evils attendant upon Negro affiliation to other
is obligated to find uses for. this new leisure. Avocations
group
in respect to various phrases of every day life
are necessary to utilize physical, mental and spiritual
may be attributed to ignorant leadership.
Chicago offers _
energy .
many glaring examples of what ignorance or lack of
•Physical energy may find expression through athleleadership may do to colored people in a large city.
tics. Swimming invigorates and refreshes. Coordination of
mind and body, and alertness and speed are developed
An instance:
restricted
areas and racial segregation.
through playing tennis. Horseback riding aids posture
Every broadminded,
intelligent,
and thinking
person
and yields asthetic delights.
Vistas of field and forest,
knows that residential segregation can be justified.
The
hills and valleys, and extensive plains greet the eye.
charge that Negro ownership lowers the value of and
Through it deep appreciation of natural beauty may be
de troys the neighborhood standing, is too nearly true.
realized. Other sports improve the worth of personality.
Proper leadership
as college men could have given,
would have made the charge untrue, because they who
They aid in social adjustment;
give freedom from
routine and relaxation through change. Robustness of
de troy the property do so from ignorance, not design.
body results. Zest, grace of form, and wholesome perDoubtless had college men provided such leadership as
spective are concomitants.
All tend toward perfecting
would have made desirable neighbors of all Negroes,
the human body.'
there would remain those narrow minded whites who
would invoke segregation.
But not segregation with jusGrace and perfection
expressed humanly are desirtification.
able; yet mind directs human destiny.
Mind must be
the dominating force in leisure utilization.
The arts,
Similiar situations are numerous in Chicago and other
such as sculpture, wood carving, painting, writing, and
cities. Only by recognition and reward can the college
music are its provinces.
Here human genius may exman be persuaded to lend his abilities to this necessary
press itself in its created objects. Imagination may be
work.
implemented and perception given added acumen. Cre~ ational Negro Achievement week provides the opporative thought may gain expression and cultural growth
tunity for each to present the following plan to his
become assured. Such activity in the domain of art enChapter for consideration.
In order that Omega may
riches life and immortalizes the human species. Deretimulate achievement, recognize and honor ability; ofliction in this activity will be costly and burdensome
fer each year a medal (silver) to the man who contribto society. Loss in achievement would be irreparable.
utes to human welfare the most outstanding achievement
Cost in crime would be appalling.
Enrichment in human
in any field: art, letters, science, law, civics, social
values would be impossible.
The preservation,
growth
welfare, business, etc. The local winners to make the
and well being of society demand therefore that leisure
candidates for national honor. From among the local
time be effectively used.
winners, the national body will choose the most outSpirit must be nutured. Leisure moments are approtanding achievement
and present the winner with a
priate for this ennobling activity. Imagination, reflection
grand medal (gold).
A man may win in each, the
and ability to embody thought make mortal mind akin
national and local contests, one time.
to
the Infinite.
During leisure time man may contemThis suggestion is made with the hope of providing
plate the Infinite and comprehend the purpose of life.
Omega Men the incentive to go out and take their rightHe may deepen his spirituality,
develop a radiant perful places as the leaders in their respective
fields
sonality and demonstrate
profound sanity in living.
of activity.
The public will benefit from the results of excellent
M. J. REYNOLDS.
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SUPREME COURT AND
HE SHADOW OF A DOUBT
For blocks to praise blocks is fitting and pr.oper-but
blocks to praise Block is thought provoking

LO~G
with the condemnations
that are being
heaped upon Mr. In-Justice
Hugo L. Black for
member hip in the Ku Klux Klan strong words of
hould likewise be leveled at President
Roosenominating him, and those Negro individnals
or anizations that aided in his confirmation.
With a record for intolerence blacker than his name
indicate, refutation to the contrary notwithstand. P
ident Roosevelt committed the biggest blunder
f-' .. otherwi e commendable career when he submitted
nomination to the Senate to begin with, and when
ed to have his henchmen in the Senate invesre charges made on the floor of the Senate that
nominee w a a member of the Ku Klux Klan.
. e

er the furore the nomination and confirmation
"
animated for political purposes by oppoof the President
or not, the fact still remains
- Y~. Roo evelt has thrust upon his Country a son
Alabama and reared by the Ku Klux Klan to
.. bite upremacy" with his blood.
- P

ident of the United States, Mr. Roosevelt
.emporary
"father"
of the American
people.
of the fir t lessons of parent-hood
is that it is
to punish a child when in an angry mood.
't: n
velt apparently
overlooked
that when he
::: - ""0 punish
orne of his children-the
Congress~
npon them and the rest of the Nation a
admitted joining the most ruthless, bigace-hating horde in this or any other coun- admitted
that he accepted but "never
a liie membership card bestowed upon him after
-- - _ - - e 'Cnited States Senate on Klan support.

-

...•

By
FREDERICK
S. WEAVER
for

In his effort to punish those of his children whom
he claimed had turned against him through their failure to permit him to name more justices to the Supreme ·Bench-probably
more Ku Kluxers-he
has
punished,
without cause, the millions of his children
who have stood by him from the day he first took office
until this present incident.
The Supreme Court is the highest court of the N ation, created to see that its humblest citizens, whether
Jew or Gentile, Catholic or Protestant,
Negro or Caucasian, receive the fullest protection of the law.
The
justices of that Court, under oath, pledge themselves
to see that such is rendered.
Mr. In-justice
Black has
taken that oath, but he has likewise taken a prior oath
-an
oath to uphold white supremacy
by trampling
upon the rights of Catholics, Negroes and Jews.
Mr. Roosevelt has been defended in his appointment
on the ground that he was not aware of the Alabaman's
connection with the Klan; that his record in the Senate was above reproach.
The President knew that his
appointee carne from the State that gave us the Scottsboro case; that lynches a Negro any time a white finger
is pointed at him; that sends to the Senate such rabid
and ungodly men as Tom Heflin.
A knowledge of Alabama traditions
and the fact that Black hailed from
that State should have been sufficient cause for a thorough investigation,
which Attorney General Cummings
says was not made.
Mr. Roosevelt, if he was interested
in the lives of
the millions of Negroes who live in the South, and
who would have voted for him were that privilege not
denied them by men such as Black, would have, if
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he favored an anti-lynching
bill, followed Senatorial
debate on that subject to see which Senators were op"
posed to such a measure.
He has knowledge of opponents of other bills he is interested in.
He knows
who opposed his bill to modify the Supreme Court.
A
little interest manifested in the anti-lynching bill would
have revealed to him that one of the most rancorous
speeches ever made upon the floor of either House was
made by his appointee to the Supreme Court in opposition to the measure to stamp out lynchings in Alabama and other States.
Representatives
of the Senate Press Gallery say he
was prepared to make another speech against the bill
on the very day that his name was sent to the Senate
for confirmation as a Supreme Court Justice.
Guilty of sins of omission and commission are those
Negroes who hastily gave their assent to the nomination and confirmation and congratulated
the nominee
when the confirmation came. In that class stand Tuskegee's President
Frederick
Douglass Patterson
and
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
Added to the list might well be those
Negro newspapers that editorially approved the nomination on what was termed his "record in the Senate."
After daily papers had taken the initiative in exposing and airing the public and private record of
Black, those Negro papers, in an effort to save their
face and to be able to say "we did it" in event of a
forced resignation, reversed themselves and joined with
the daily papers in singing the chorus after the verse
had been sung.
Added to this tacit approval given the appointment
by the N. A. A. C. P., and President
Patterson,
and
other so-called leaders of their type.
After advising
that black should be given the appointment
on the
basis of his senatorial record for tolerance, the N. A.
A. C. P. later wires the President for Black's resignation, alleging new discovered evidence.
They try to
cover up by saying that they asked for an investigation.
But did they press for one?
Were they insistent in
opening up the whole case as they were in the case of
Parker,
a man nominated for the high post with a
record whiter than Black's.
Did the N. A. A. C. P.
appeal to the Negroes in an effort to rally support behind an investigation?
No!
Once a Ku Klux Klan always a Ku Klux Klan.
That's the gist of the oath they take.
Black lived up
to it by denouncing a bill designed to protect the lives
of Negroes from the hands of his kind.
The N. A. A.
C. P. sponsored the bill.
One is caused to doubt the sincerity of the N. A. A.
C. P. in its claim for desiring an anti-lynching
bill
when it okeys the appointment of a man to the highest
court, who has fought the measure every time it has
been presented during his tenure of office. The N. A.
A. C. P. knew of this opposition.
It knew that if
Black opposed the bill in the Senate, he would oppose
the measure if it ever reached the Supreme Court for
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a test.
It knew that Black was from the State of the
Scottsboro Boys and that if confirmed would be called
upon to rule on the question of whether or not one of
the boys should die and the others serve prison terms.
Its officials knew that the case was Alabama whites
versus Negroes, and that Black had sworn to uphold
white supremacy.
The article, Wanted:
ANew
Negro Leadership,
written in the last issue of the ORACLE by' M. Beaunorus Tolson, ,vas well-timed.
If the N. A. A. C. P.,
President
Patterson,
and some of oUT Negro papers
think that their attitude on this question bespeaks the
attitude of the millions of Negroes they claim to be
leading, then they have been misinformed, and should
be made to understand
so in emphatic terms.
That they are not representing
the opinion of the
masses of Negroes is indicated by the poll made by the
Institute of Public Opinion, conducted by Dr. George'
Gallup.
According to the poll made by Dr. Gallup
the maj ority of Negroes have never been in favor of
Black's ascension to the Court of last resort.
His
report reveals that eighty-two per cent of the Negroes
polled voted for the resignation of Black.
There is little 'doubt that the statement
made by
Black in an endeavor to vindicate himself, will have
any bearing on that percentage of Negroes who want
his resignation.
Verily, it might be that if a poll was
now made, it would be 100 per cent in favor of a
resignation, for what was only hearsay at the time the
Gallup poll was taken is now a fact admitted by Black.
His speech over the radio revealed no new facts ..
He admitted what was already known, and offered no
explanation
for his commissions.
That
he never
solicited the life membership card, never used it and
never kept it is of no significance besides the fact that
he did accept it. The writer has membership cards in
many organizations.
Some of them never solicited
and never used either, but the fact that they were
accepted was an indication of his faith in the principles of the organization.
What Black should have cleared up while speaking
was his purpose for being at the meeting during which
the life membership card was tendered him. He told
us that he resigned the Klan after being elected to the
Senate, then admits accepting a life membership card
after submitting that resignation.
If he had no intentions of being linked with the Klan after he had been
elected to the Senate, why did he even go to the meeting during which the Klan card was presented.
Hugo Black is a member of the Klan first, last, and
always.
He has accepted life membership
and has
taken the oath of that rascalous body) while his hand
was raised to his God.
He raised that same hand to
the same God and took another oath that is diametrically opposed to the first oath.
We do not know which,
oath he will adhere to.
That he has denounced the
Klan by resigning, does not offer any consolation, be(Continned
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..0 CO~GRESS

C. M. TUCKER

When Thousands of Negroes assemble to sing together, it might mean a wonderful
chorus-But
when thousands of Negroes assemble to study and plan racial advancement, it definitely means progress.

HE consuming question to the thinking Negro is
that of economic security. Of course, there are some
of
who feeling the weight of the weekly pay envelope
in more or less tattered jeans, though they might be, are
no
0 much
concerned, for this present security is
security for all times. But are these things we are so
_ rone to call happiness, freedom of thought and speech,
or ecurity so tangible as assets that we can sit in smug
complacence, and idyllic contemplation at their permanency ? These and many other allied questions come
within the purview of the National Negro Congress.
- orne people not understanding
say the National N e<::
Congress is another organization doing the work of
- e :::\. A. A. C. P., others say there is no need far
another organization
as such. But there are thousands
pon thousands who say that the N. N. C. is a: proive federation striving by constructive united effort
bring those changes in the life of the Negro and all
minoritv groups, which make for better citizenship,
cleaner and happier living conditions, economically and
li ically.
There i need for the N. N. C. in its work of in- ~ a . 0' those thousands of organizations
which have
efinite point of view, but which nevertheless
are
po ed of numbers, however small, for this gives a
~ ite pres ure base. By its constructive united effort,
- e ~-. _-_ C. is adaptable to the needs of all people, for
emands through its united front, jobs in industry and
vernment ; it appeals for a united youth, to aid in its
bili tion, for if ever there was a neglected group
-- the Xegro youth. Take away his W. P. A. job
-- small clerkship or domestic employment, and he
- not - 0'. As for Negro children below the working
ere is no consideration
whatever to his future,
the omewhat mythical and dubious vocational
=:
ce institutions.
The N. N. C. makes its appeal
- _-egro women to organize themselves, to prepare for
er future; it appeals to all Negroes to combine
ever increasing
violations of civil rights and
Iiberties : it appeals and presents its program against
"&C and fa ci m, These problems and their rami fica'" -;, will be een are peculiar to all minority underd
onp.
:::\. C. comes to grips with the more basic
o the _ egro. It inquires into those condi~ ho ing and sanitation which make for crime
- ; i inquires into the deprivation of franchise
in the South, into the virtual peonage ex-

isting under a system of semi-fascism and barbarism
which has endured the past decades in spite of our
alleged democracy.
Of course the progress is slow and
sometimes disheartening,
because so very few Negroes
want to give their time, energy and money to the rehabilitation
of others, so few because they are still believers in rugged individualism who form the bed rock
of the so-called Negro middle class. This buffer' group
is of course short lived, for it exists now only in its
memory of past glory and its dream of pristine greatness.
Prof.
Max Yergan
expresses
grave doubts as to
whether a Congress could have been a possibility ten
or fifteen years ago for the very simple reason that the
Negro above all is a very deep absorber of opiates, not
the least of which was the belief that there was a
middle class. Well to-day how is the Negro placed
with respect to this class?
He finds that instead of
the historic three classes in society, the Capitalist, the
Bourgeoise and the Proletariat
there are now, the Economic Royalist, the Employed and the Unemployed,
among the latter two classes is the Negro.
This fact
is inescapable, as the most superficial study will reveal,
and it in no way gives indication that the Negro will
ever be absorbed in private industry or in governmental
projects.
It however does give birth to, and indicates
very definitely the existence of a new class; in society,
the class ~f the "man with a job" as contra distinguished from the "man without a job."
What is the
attitude of the "man with a job" with respect to the
"man without a job" then?
It is simply that he will
do nothing to jeopardize his standing and his job if it
calls for some militant thinking or action on his part
to aid in the solution of this increasing problem.
Let us consider these people who compose the maj ority structure of our existence, and under whose will
we move or die. White people are distinctly pioneers.
They know no insurmountable
obstacles, they know of
no such words as defeat and impossible.
They who
have broken down barriers and cleared the way from
coast to coast for the structure of this present American
civilization,
do not know the meaning of the word
"give".
They who have taken in every sense of the
word, broken the spirit of the most haughty, conquerers
as of old must then in turn be conquered.
It is' aimless
talk, wishful and hopeful thinking to expect anything
given to you. What you get you must also take, and take
in that calm deliberate united manner that is so lacking
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in us now, but "ill come, as some point of orientation
has been enunciated, and which the N. N. C. now seeks
to propound.
The N. N. C. calls attention to profound changes
taking place throughout
the world that we here ourselves do not, or cannot take sufficient notice of, whether
through apathy or lack of understanding.
It seeks to
explain the significance of the Imperialistic
invasion
of Ethiopia by Italy;
the true meaning of the Governments composed of Germanic and Italian peoples; the
Spanish Civil War; the Japanese
invasion of China;
the exploitation of the millions of native Africans; the
Congress seeks in these and many other international
questions
to show the Negro how he must consider
his problem not only as a local one, or as a state one,
or even as a national one, but as a universal problem
of all good people who want to be free, and to shake
off the shackles of oppression, so firmly· placed about
their very existence by ruthless commercial and industrial enterprises
in their firm determination
that their
kingdom shall never fall, for it is the nature of power
that it makes no concessions.
If we might consider the Congress from a religious
standpoint.
The Congress can gain from the Church as
well as the Church may gain from the Congress.
It
offers to the Church a constructive program, that in no
way interferes
with its religious affairs.
It offers a
medium of correlation of the spiritual side of ones existence with the more material or economic being. The
Church in turn can give immeasurable impetus to the
forward march of the Congress by its very force of
numbers,
in an integrated
program.
The Congress
makes no attempt to take sides on any political question,
or on any religious question, thereby
involving the
Church, but does take a definite stand with respect to
rights, privileges and liberties of Negro people, and
with such a program, which really involves the very
life and existence of the Church, it would expect the
Church actively to participate.
The motivating force impelling the Congress forward
is the realization that Negro people are becoming more
and more the wards of the Government,
and really
through no absolute fault of theirs.
It is a cruel
awakening to the fact that we are not all born equal,
nor will we have equal opportunities,
nor will the
Amendments
to the Constitution
be enforced giving
us those rights inviolate to mankind,
nor will we
succeed as success is measured in the ideology of today, as others of other races succeed, nor is there a
place for our children and theirs, nor will we have such

an economic status that. makes for us universally better citizens, nor will we be represented
sufficiently in
weight and number on those deliberative
assemblies
where the plans affecting our existence are formulated
and promulgated.
These and the one transcending
thought of humanity and human brotherhood relegated
to a point of invisibility, are the things that inspire a
Congress to exist and to be perpetuated.
Of A. Phillip Randolph we speak in the most glowing terms.
His latest achievement with the Pullman
Company is a splendid tribute to his untiring effort
and to the unfailing wisdom in the belief in a united
constructive
front, intelligently
directed.
As President of the N. N. C. A. Phillip Randolph has been
an inspiration to many thousands of people who have
listened to his brilliant and forceful talks on the wisdom of collective thinking and action, and who have
watched his every move in the integration of the Pullman Porters into one of the most extensive international
organizations in existence, and whose work in its behalf
is a monument to his ability.
Under his guiding hand,
his unselfish labor expended in its cause, the N. N. C.
has as brilliant a future as the Negro people make it.
John P. Davis, a brother, the Executive Secretary,
is truly a human dynamo.
A person of superb ability
and intelligence, is the guiding hand in the field work
of the Congress.
A person of untiring energy as all
people who work for a cause must be, Brother Davis
has travelled these United States in behalf of the Congress, spreading its beliefs and hopes to all walks of
people, aiding them in their desire to some freedom
from exploitation.
Like John P. Davis and A. Phillip
Randolph
there are other young men and women
throughout the United States as Arthur Huff Fauset,
Edward Strong, Thyra Edwards, Ben Davis, who feeling the yoke becoming too oppressive seek to formulate
techniques of procedure whereby this pressure might
be lessened.
So it may be seen that the Congress is no wandering political Niagara, but that it does offer a definite
constructive
unified program, one that has appeal to
all under-privileged
groups.
It is no such organization
that we can look upon and say, "let the Congress do
it," for the Congress can't do it.
Everyone
must
therefore
bestir himself or herself in the interest of
the Congress by getting his or her organization to become one of a federated group, and in this way that
united action of which we spoke, intelligently
directed
by people unselfishly giving of themselves might activize the program of the Congress.
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PARE T SEX EDU~ATION
By L. E. SPENCER
Writer1s note: Recently, there appeared in the Oracle an article entitled "Parent
Education" by W. McKinley Menchan. The first paragraph of which is used below as
an introduction to this article. The following writing might be considered as a sequel
to Mr. Menchan/s-IIParent
Education,"

"

ECE~T
emphasis upon education for family-lifc
and parenthood have brought forth a new defini'on for the term parent. Parenthood is not the man and
oman who achieves the status of being parent.
Any
member of the female sex who gives birth to an off•
CT thus
becomes a mother. This act within itself,
however does not in any sense automatically
make a
parent of such individual.
The newer emphasis in education holds that a parent is one who, having offspring
either natural or foster) studies the problems of child
rearing with the view of securing a more scientific understanding
of children
and their upbringing.
The
neees ary qualifications for being a mother are physiological fitness on the part of a woman plus proper
phy .ological connection with a person of the opposite
x. Therefore, motherhood is purely a biological pro- . On the other hand, parenthood is a mental process
ed upon intelligence and a controlling wish to achieve
e desired goal."!
In education, where sex is concerned, it is necessary
ill develop
ideals, attitudes, understandings
and standof conduct.
Sex permeates life so fully.
Noone
can avoid dealing with it at some time. Such informa'on
greatly needed in dispelling worry, false ideas,
picious and taboos.
Then, too, curiosity must be
- "- ed,
y

ex-educate parents?
For the answer to this
one need only ask any teacher of the biological
- 'en s, of religious education or of physical educaEvidences
of the influence of the traditional
ex instruction
are too forceful in this age
lzhtened parenthood.
The idea of extreme pro. toward sex must be uprooted.
Ignorance
and
- _ ect must be supplanted by a broad outlook which
enable each coming generation of individuals to be
"" ided by a larger view of sex in social aggregate.
'0Il:

education
in its largest
sense includes
all
- ienrific, ethical, social and religious instruction
and
ence which directly and indirectly may help young
people prepare
to solve for themselves the problems
o sex: that inevitably
come in some form into the
':c 0 e,ery
normal individual.i'P
. ~cally, the problem of sex education for adults
.". the 'prudish
attitude" and the "cloak of ig-

norance and neglect."
Thus, the factors which control
sex life and conduct will be viewed in a normal light
by parents.
Such educational services may be divided
into three divisions-informative,
interpretative
and
inspirational.
Adults needing or being given .parental
education
and many others, surely, should be presented with the interpretative
phase in the revival
of an old necessity.
In this, the human relations and
emotions of the sex factor of life would be comprehended.
The sex factor is the existence in the human
world of relationships
between men and women as
well as boys and girls.
These relations grow out of
the fact that there are different sexes. Education for
parenthood
(the definition of parenthood according to
Mr. Menchan may be used here) involves the proper
attitude
and understanding
of these human relationships.
Thus, through a correct comprehension, individuals are fitted to be constructively
worthy parents of
natural or foster children in worthy homes.
Because
of its sex based character, the home inevitably becomes
a school in which sex is interpreted to the child.
The home is the threshold of the family.
The term
family implies children and this necessitates sex. Since
the home is the initial learning place of the child, the
parents should be familiar with sex knowledge.
The
chief objective is the improvement and enrichment of
the family along with its preservation.
Naturally,
many problems
are to be expected-personal
and
social adjustment,
happy marriage,
wise parenthood,
new environment
and more leisure.
Outside of the
home, there are venereal
diseases, sex perversions,
and prostitution.
This type of education would develop attitudes,
ideals and standards
of behavior.
Hence, the family becomes a more integrated social unit.
Sex factors in marriage, though they assume a prominent place, do not represent
the total qualities for
success.
Adjustments
mean all to a happy union.
A
well managed home considers budgets, personal attitudes, privileges as well as the guidance of the child
through various stages to maturity.
With the appearance of a third party in the family sex education enters
the home. The parent must be prepared
to instruct .
Monogamy makes for settled marriage out of which
spring leadership and character.
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Undoubtedly,
character
is determined
to a great
. extent by the way in which one's sex-life problems
are handled.
Education
that improves is education
that forms character.
Such is the stronghold of the
instruction
for parenthood.
Theodore Roosevelt expressed this objective of such education when he said,
"The highest duty, the one essential duty is the perpetuation
of the family life based upon the mutual
love of one man and the one woman and upon their
purpose to rear healthy and high souled children."
As a character builder, sex education includes instruction and training
to form normal, wholesome ideals
concerning human relationships
and thereby,
shapes
character, and conduct.
The first approach to sex education is through the
open mind of the parent.
An understanding,
that the
sex factor holds a vast place in marriage and social
life, will break the ice of convention, conservatism,
ignorance neglect and timidity.
On the other hand,
there is the fearless type of sex instruction.
Here,
the enlightened parents seek proper guidance for themselves, and their children.
Stability, satisfaction,
and
coherent psychological
adjustment
must be reached.
The solution is found in parental-emotional
reactions.
Where sex instruction
is encouraged,
attitudes
and
ideals are entirely pleasing.
In its scope, sex educa-

tion is all education which would lead to a normal and
wholesome point of view with regards
to personal
problems of sex.
Education
for parenthood
is a continuous process.
However, this work will undoubtedly
reveal a true
inclination to grasp wholesome truths.
In the work
in sex education the truth of the most vital matters
of life can be presented.
A point of view, (not a mass
of facts)
should be the main objective.
It is a
broad comprehensive process to which many experiences
contribute-intellectual,
social and emotional.
On the
intellectual side, there should be a grasp of the fundamental life processes.
Economic and social problems
of family life and social standing in contemporary
affairs determine in their solution the future of a race.
The formation
of social and emotional habits and
attitudes will insure practical application to the highest
ideals.
The reward in this service is great.
No joy
is comparable to that of helping to improve the home
for better parenthood.
1. W.

McKiIl(ley

Menchan:

"Parent

Education,"-

ORACLE,March, 1937.
2. M. A. Bigelow:

"Sex Education,"-J.

J. Little

and

Ines Co., 1936.
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THE FALLACY OF 01.18 EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
By CHARLES E. KING
Why do fools go to college-?

IT

IS a part of the social heritage of each college and
high school student to desire to engage in some occupation that will afford him the best social and economic welfare according to the standards of living of his
society.
The youth comes up in a cultural environment
where work is socially and economically
necessary.
He sees all around him in society that all social institutions and associations are produced and maintained
by work of some form. He realizes that his pursuance
of an education is being produced by work. Therefore
the student does not need to be taught that he must
work for the sake of his social and economic needs, but
needs to be taught, and prepared for, what he can best
achieve in life.
Unquestionably,
one of the most important
needs of the youth is OCCUPATIONAL
GUIDANCE.
In the majority of cases students leave high school
and enter college without having the slightest idea of
what they will do after
college days.
In fewer
cases some have' a vague idea of some particular profession, business or industry
that they believe they

would like to engage in.
If questioned about their
reasons for such choices, one will find "desire to make
money," "easy job," "because parents desire me to be
such," "believe I can make good," and the like.
It is
obvious that such choices are not made by any serious
scientific thought, but by mere impulse.
The student
looks at his occupational choice from an objective point
of view only; not realizing that the subjective
side
must be considered, if success in the. chosen field is to
be attained and social and economic welfare is to be
realized.
Blindly the student wades into his college carreer
selecting courses that he sometimes is ill-adapted
for,
because someone has said that such courses are necessary for the occupation that he "believes he is fitted
for," or for the "easy job."
At the end he finds that
he has a poor scholastic record, and that he is not a
good prospect
for his occupational
choice.
On the
other hand the student makes an occupational
choice
without any knowledge of what the educational preparation for such an occupation is. He enters a course of
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oney
choice.

does no' a all a' fy prerequi ite for the
occupa .on. Thus he ha to make an unsatisreadjustment
to the task of settling down to
0' that
come along" or spend the time and the
zain to meet requirements
for his occupational

Another ca e i found in that type of student that
- all the way through high school and college witheven making on impulse any occupational
choice.
This
rodent nonchalantly
takes courses at random,
the one promising to be "sops," barely majoring
in
anything.
At the end of his career he finds that he is
no fitted for any special work.
He invariably answers
a pro pective employer's
question
with "I can do
practically anything," which is correctly interpreted
by
the prospective
employer as meaning, "I am not prepared to do anything."
At the end of such interview
he rodent finds himself yet among the unemployed.
~

Ob erving the situation of college and high school
youth from another angle, it is found that when a
choice of occupation is made with thought and preparation, the tendency is to follow the line of least resistance
by
electing
those occupations
that
are popularly
. led as those in which Negroes have a chance.
There
'- then a concentration
of occupational
choices as
doctor, ministers, teachers, and nurses.
This fact was
reported
in a recent report of the National
Urban
League on Vocational Guidance.
Also the same was
ob erved in an occupational choice survey that I made
of a ample composed of 86 of a total of 115 Paine
Colleze Laboratory
High School students last spring
1937).
I also noted that such was true from the
result
of interviewing several hundreds of high school
aduate
in Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Tennessee, during the summers of 1936
and 1937, while doing student promotion
work for
Paine College.
It was also found that the choices
"ere based on unsound judgment
as was mentioned
above,
This concentration
of occupational
choice besides
he' ~ due to the custom of following the line of least
sistance is due also to the fact that students do not
ow of the opportunities
in other fields and so conclude that the above mentioned occupations afford the
opportunities
for Negroes.
D pite the fact that the statement
is often made
at here are too many teachers, etc, we find that there
are certain areas literally suffering for want of Negro
doctor
and professionally
prepared
teachers, and the
like; and in other areas doctors and teachers and others
are on the margin of employment.
This exposes the
fa ~ bat there is geographical
occupational over-popula ion. To many of the graduates from the professional
sehoo
flock to the metropolitan
centers to seek emp oyment and thus overcrowd the means of employment
eh ervices,
Recent reports from the National
•.- .eal ..is ociation show that there are many thou'- or _- crroes in rural centers without the services

of ~ egro Physicians.
The real fact is, there are not
enough efficient Negro physicians,
ministers, teachers,
etc., provided they are distributed
where service is
needed and profitable.
This is an obvious problemthe student does not know where to find opportunity
for participation
after preparing
himself for work.
He does not know about other fields of work that he
can profitably engage in.
The case of youth has now been diagnosed
ment is next in order.

and treat-

In order that the college and high school youth
may know how to select an occupation scientifically,
that college and high school youth may know what
occupational
fields promise opportunities
and where
there is a demand for such occupational service, the colleges and high schools must incorporate
a system of
occupational
guidance
as a part of its educational
program.
Occupations in the professions, business, and industry
should be analyzed for the student showing the various
specializations
in the various fields and the necessary
education and technical training required.
The disadvantages and advantages,
both socially and economically of each occupation covered should be presented
to the student impartially.
The student should be given aptitude,
intelligence,
and personality
tests.
In other words, the student
should be carefully
studied in relation to placement
into a line of work that he will likely succeed in, in all
respects.
Effort
should be made to discover
the
abilities of the student and thereby guide him occupationally.
With such means applied, the student can
better find his "calling"
and prepare
fo"r it. Occupational guidance should not be separated
from educational guidance, but should be a part of the educational
program.
Personal research should be done to discover those
factors which cause success and failure
and apply
the findings to guidance work.
Such effort on the part
of Negro colleges and
high schools would go a long way toward solving the
problem among Negro youth and would help materially
the social and economic welfare of the Negro.
Such
work is being done at two white schools in West Virgirua.
Bethany
College and the University
of West
Virginia, and has proved a material advantage to their
graduates.
If the white leaders
see need of occupational guidance for their youth, who do not have to
contend with racial barriers,
most certainly
Negro
leaders need to realize this need of the Negro youth.
It is the duty of Negro leadership to see that occupational guidance in all fields is given to Negro youth
in colleges and high schools in order that the Negro
youth may intelligently
select the type of work that he
has become scientifically certain that he is fitted for and
that he may also know of the fields of occupation he
may enter and ,vhat is required of him, and what he
may expect from them.
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YOUTH FROWNS
ON OLD TIME RELIGION
With the changing pace of our social order a more
thoughtful Negro visualizes the necessity for a
religious purge.
By CLYDE L. CLORY

IT

may be readily agreed, that something very definite has happened
to the impression
that our
younger generation holds toward religion. They do not
hold the direct beliefs as did their forefathers.
They do
not receive the same inspiration from religion, and they
refrain from emotional responses.
The situation as it
stands is that they are not as interested in the religious
activities that supplied faith to those who have gone
before them.
Their grandparents
possibly, believed
in emotional spiritualism
as a means to everlasting
salvation;
their fathers followed in the footsteps of
their predecessors, shedding along the way a theoretical
doubt; the younger generation, upon its own, has for
the most part cast out emotionalism
as a means
of spiritual cognizance.
This opinion has been purposely written in a rather exaggerated form, but gives
the general impression our older generation is stamping
typical of the idea concerning religion as held by our
younger generation.
This very biased opinion of the older generation is
due mostly to the attitude of some of our young people
toward the churches, possibly because they have relegated the importance of the church beyond their point of
interest.
If they go to church they are well behaved,
but usually bored, and it takes an unusual preacher to
maintain their interest.
If the preacher directs his
remarks towards them they are quick to become aware
of their own uneasiness and cast reflecting remarks
about him.
If he attempts to expound theology they
very readily close their ears and sigh when he has
finished.
Year by year this situation is seemingly
becoming more pronounced.
Is the prospect for the
future altogether dark?
I do not think so, for it has
been said that religion is too fundamental
to human
nature ever to be lost.
However, the solution, that of connecting religion
with those things of interest to yonger people is contradictory
to the principles
of our older generation.
It is there that they receive a stimulus that causes
them to give reverence to the almighty Power.
Knowing
today that a large proportion of mankind finds it impossible to get along comfortably
without taking a
definite stand on religious or metaphysical
questions,
the younger generation might ask, if life and religion
can get along without their predecessor's
traditional
expression of religious rites.
Does it not necessarily
follow that they can make progress without losing the
vital values of life?
The younger generation is far
removed from heresy, and surely atheism is not charac-

teristic of their lot.
They are well aware. of the fact
that it is unquestionable
that religious faith brings
consolation in times of trouble; hope in! time of need
and anxiety;
and furnishes
a solid background
of
peace and tranquility as well as submitting a real aid
in the cultivation of moral and spiritual life.
Though
these things are known and appreciated,
it may be
easily understood why they have not been developed
in the youth as readily as in those who have gone before.
Our modern world is composed of many new problems, and issues, and religion definitely plays a less
important part in life than it did formerly.
Our life
is so full of exciting details that there is little time
for the cultivation of the spiritual part of us. Instead
of reaching for our bibles on Sunday as of old, we
are busily reading the newspapers and keeping in tune
with events in various parts of the world.
Our five
minutes a day of quiet contemplation
has given way
to radio dispatches and programs.
Our Sunday morning
service has lost out to Morpheus due to the fast moving
events of the night before.
The world is much more
entangled and complex, and yet more interesting than
it was before. And I, too cannot help wondering if the
sermons which the church gives us are not less interesting not only to the younger generation but to the
older also, because of the failure or unwillingness of
the pastor to relate his text to the problems current
and vital to his congregation.
That our younger generation is truly religious, I
heartily believe, yet while they do not spend more of
their time remembering their creator because of the
pressures and problems of society, I experience a sense
of consolation in the fact that in the days ahead they
will inevitably become more conscious of their eternal
problems which should pave' the way for a more religious attitude.
It is most desirable that we have
scientific points of view with the hope that we will be
rescued from the many false conclusions and superstitions.
The new forms or faith thus inspired from our
pulpits must be in harmony with science, and not in
subjection to a naturalistic philosophy.
We have noted
that science has been constantly advancing, and forcing
religion to other channels that are adaptable to the
modern universe.
If it is the hope that we pierce the
mist that hides the future of religion it must be done
not entirely by a philosophical view, but jointly with
the mighty hand of science,
It is true, that in innumerable
ways science and religion conflict, and
science may be termed a successful competitor in that
(Oontintted

on Page
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N"EGROAMERICA FACES A CRISIS
By
JOHN
P. DAVIS

-------------------------------

I

The executive secretary of the National Negro Congress takes inven-

T ODA. Y the

homes of millions of Negro people are
threatened with hunger. Young Negro people lack
e opportunity to go to school or to work. The masses
o ~ egro families are driven into crowded and segrezsted dwellings at high rents where their children are
forced to grow up amid crime and disease.
On the
plantations
of the South the lot of the tenant farmer
and agricultural
worker becomes every day more inolerable. For Negro women the doors of opportunity
o jobs and to a happy family life are being closed.
\\" ages of Negro workers remain low while the cost of
Iiving climbs higher.
Everywhere,
to young and old
alike: jobs are denied. Poverty spreads like a plague
among the Negro people.
In every section of the country the rights of free
men guaranteed
by the Constitution
are denied the
- -egro Five innocent Scottsboro boys remain entombed
in the j ails of Alabama. The Ku Klux Klan, the Black
Legion and other vigilante groups roam at large in the
country
preading terror among the Negro people. N ezroes in Florida and Texas are attacked by these hooded
band for attempting to vote. Lynch mobs continue to
burn and mutilate the helpless bodies of their Negro
victims. Equal educational. rights are denied our children.
Civil rights law and other laws protecting our
citizen hip are not enforced. The very right of Negro
people to be free is threatened by the forces of reaction.
The e things rise up like pillars of fire to demand
the attention of every Negro in this country, of every
e American who hates injustice
and loves democrac:;. These things ring out in clear, resounding tones,
the challenge to every Negro organization,
to every
progressive group in America to end the poverty and
phy ical fear which hinder the forward march of the
Xe 0 people.

tory of the national plight of the tenth man.

by uniting their strength could there be any solution
to their problems.
Out of that Congress a permanent
federation
of
organizations
was built.
Today in seventy cities,
local councils of the National Negro Congress uniting
all types of organizations,
are struggling to improve
the conditions under which Negroes live, are grappling with those reactionary
forces which seek to enslave us again.
In these local councils' no organization
loses its
identity.
By planning together with other organizations in the community, by exchanging
experiences,
by aiding one another
every organization
gains in
strength,
in prestige
and in actual accomplishment.
The Congress does not duplicate the work of existing
organizations.
Nor does the Congress seek to infringe
in any way on the program or policy of these organizations.
The wisdom of unity of planning
and action on
the vital problems affecting Negro people has been
demonstrated.
In the past year such unity has resulted
in scores of thousands of Negro workers joining trade
unions. In this way they have actually gained millions
of dollars in increased
wages and untold benefits
through better living standards
and better working
conditions.
In the past year the Congress has aided
young people of the South to form their own autonomous federation
of youth organizations-thus
giving
the promise for jobs and equal educational opportunities to the youth of the South. Throughout the country
the Congress has served to strengthen
the hands of
those organizations
fighting for civil and economic
rights.
And we can say that wherever organizations
have worked together there may be found an improvement of the conditions of the Negro people. Unity has
meant progress. Disunity can only mean defeat.

Because of these things we summon the Negro
people and all true friends of the Negro people to
the econd National Negro Congress. We summon' you
to unite with the forces of progress
in a common
struggle for the civil and economic rights of Negroes.

In these troubled times there is need for representation of every type of organization
working for the
good of the Negro people in any field to meet together
for counsel and for action. We' have need to survey
the gains we have made, to plan for the future.

In February,
1936, on the anniversary
of the
birth
of two great Americans,
Frederick
Douglass
and Abraham Lincoln, the first National Negro Con'"
was held. To this great national convention came
I:; a thousand delegates from every section of the
:tr:: from some 600 organizations.
They came with
-.:..e etermination to work together, realizing that only

It is fitting that the Second National Negro Congress be held in Philadelphia,
the Cradle of Liberty.
For here, in 1831, Richard Allen, a true leader of the
Negro people, called the first gathering
of delegates
from Negro organizations to unite in the struggle against
chattel slavery.
It is fitting, also, that we hold our
Congress on October 15th, 16th and 17th, for it was
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during this period, in 1859, that John Brown, at Harpers Ferry, dared to strike a fatal blow at the reactionary
slaveholding interests of the South. In the spirit of
cause he admitted that he made back door entrances
Richard Allen, in the tradition of John Brown, Frederick Douglass, Nat Turner, Denmark Vesey, Sojourner
Truth, Harriet Tubman, and the hosts of other champions of Negro liberty, the Second National
Negro
Congress will be held.
To this Congress delegates from thousands of organizations
will come to discuss in carefully
planned sections every phase of the problems which face us.
Experts in every field will bring to the Congress their
knowledge and experience.
At three tremendous evening mass meetings we shall register to America and to
the world the protests of 15 million Negro people against
injustice.
The Congress will be a working Congress
where every delegate will have a job to do, where every
force for liberty in America will have a place.

and, genuine social and
without discrimination.

2.

The right of Negroes to jobs at decent living wages
and the right to join all trade unions on an equal
basis~ The right to equal wages and equal labor
conditions with other workers. The organization of
Negro workers with their white fellow workers into
democratically controlled trade unions.
Relief

and security

for every needy Negro

family;

insurance

3.

Aid to the Negro farm population, to ease the burden of debts and taxation; the right of tenants and
sharecroppers
to organize and bargain collectively.

4.

Full support to the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People in the fight to secure passage of federal anti-lynching
law in the
next session of Congress; a nation-wide fight against
mob-violence, police brutality;
and, for the right
to vote,serve on juries, enjoy complete civil liberty.

5. A ceaseless struggle to free the five innocent Scottsboro boys from Alabama jails.
6.

The right
education
munity.

7.

For complete equality for Negro women; for their
right, along with all women, to equal pay for equal
work; for their right, to a suitable environment for
themselves
and their
children-an
environment
which includes adequate housing, good schools, and
recreational
facilities;
for their right to organize
as consumers.

8.

To win for the Negro people complete economic,
cultural,
political and social equality by j oining
with all progressive forces to defeat the forces of
fascism and war in America and the world.

It is with these objectives clearly in mind that we
propose for discussion and action the following issues.
1.

unemployment

of Negro youth to equal opportunity
in
and in the economic life of the com-

----e----

THE SUPREME COURT AND THE
SHADOW OF A DOUBT
(Oontinued [rom Pctge 6)
to their meetings after resigning,
and accepted life
membership at one of those meetings.
The gamble to
take is too great, and some way must be found to relieve
Kluxer Black of his Supreme Court duties.
There is no room on the Supreme Court bench for
him, for that bench will be found representative
of all
the minority groups, except the Negro, that he has
sworn to trample.
If Black had not been the narrow-minded bigot that
he is he would have looked into the kaleidoscope of his
political future before joining the Ku Klux Klan.
He
would have learned, had he done so, that he could not
continue to rise on the shoulders of white-hooded rats,
who even lack the courage to make known their identity,
and maintain the respect of the world.

I_~T~H~E~_O~R~A~C~L~E

That he now regrets, wishes to forget and has been
trying to live down Klan membership, might be accepted, but it is too late to repent.
Black now stands
before the public eye as the scoundrel, bigot, and un-.
godly creature
that he is; hated and scorned by
Negroes, Jews, Catholics, and the vast majority of the
white race, whose supremacy he swore to uphold.
He
cannot now hope to hide behind the black robe of justice.

"The moving finger writes and having writ moves on
Nor all your piety nor wit can call it back to- cancel
half a line;
Nor all your tears' wipe out a word of it."

~
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RECIPES FOR THE SU~~ESS
OF BLA~K MEN
SATIRE

By
MELVIN
BEAUNORUS TOLSON

"If I wasn't skeered, Lawd, Lawd,
I'd lay me down an' die.
My belly wants to cry!"
Ain't had a porkchop in so long
HE dark boy who sang that dark song on a dark
idestreet in darkest Mississippi expressed the
sentiments of many a college lad in the United Shake:JOWIl of America, where every man can get a job if he
'- slick enough. I'm writing this article for ambitious
Black Youth. I can tell that my subject is a weighty
one, for my battered type-writer is groaning under the
nrden of my hunt-and-miss system. If any of my
dear readers are middle-aged and unsuccessful, a shot
of dope from Professor Pitkin's book, "Life Begins
a Forty", will do as much to make them feel good, in
. best of all bad worlds, as anything I know. An
unsuccessful man is like an ugly woman: he craves
the opium of flattery.
An honest confession is good for the mind. I have
not eaten roast chicken with Big White Folk, like
the distinguished Major R. R. Moton. Nor appointed
black dukes to invisible dukedoms in an imaginary
Afr iean Empire, like His Royal Ebony Majesty, High
Potentate Marcus Garvey. Nor boasted of my beautiful French blood before lowly black Americans, like
e eminent Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois. Nor organized a
ge of washerwomen and kitchen mechanics, like
~ preme Grand Chancellor Napoleon Hannibal Speare.

~

To you it may be satire-To

others it may be irony

Nor built up a Race Pride Grocery Store with six cans
of Grade-B corn and three cans of Beale Street baked
beans, like Mr. Soloman.Jerimiah Devine.
Now, the Doubting Thomases are wondering how I
have the nerve to give recipes for the success of Black
Youth. Prithee, what a shame! With so many men out
of work that Mr. Roosevelt's yesmen get the figures
mixed up, have I not succeeded in escaping the breadlines in the Land of the Spree and the Home of Burma
Shave? (Yeah. - I'm knocking on my head, Brothers).
Moreover, although his opinion may stamp him as
a fool or a crook, every man has the right to express
himself. Yes, my Brothers, freedom of speech is a Constitutional right; and you're all right so long as you
say what everybody else says is right.
"Know thyself!" said Socrates, when his wife bawled
him out. "Control thyself!" said the Roman emperor,
Marcus Aurelius, when his son started kicking the gong
around with the Minnie the Moochers of his day. I
shall obey these golden precepts as I give my recipes
for success.
I suspect some of the Brothers are ready to give me
the belly-laugh and tell me to practice what I preach.
If a man's ideals are high enough, he cannot practice
what he preaches. It is true that Mr. Franklin Roosevelt has not called me to Washington to tell the Negro
race what the Negro race wants, but, nevertheless I
consider myself a successful Gentleman of Color.
Take a glance at my record! Like most professors,

T~H_E~~O~R~A~C~L~E
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ve succeeded in teaching ~ egro students to get degrees
.. ' on burdening themselves with education. I've succeeded in being a good Christian by putting a dollar
in he collection box and ignoring the Golden Rule.
.I've ucceeded in condemning the Reds because they
want black men to have social, economic, and political
equality like other peoples.
I've succeeded in saying
I'm proud of the Negro race while making love to
. h yellow women like the other race-proud Brothers
and Big Negroes.
I've succeeded in rendering service
o humanity while chasing the Almighty Dollar.
I've
ucceeded in becoming a scholar by reading the books
he professors compelled me to read. I've succeeded in
'ling the dope of race pride to barefoot, hungry Negroes whose stinking bodies made me want to puke.
L've done these evil things, my Brothers,
you'll forgive me I'll cast them into the river
getfulness.

but if
of for-

Lawdy Lawdy Lawdy,
Forgive po' me.
I ain't been de kind of man
I oughta be."
U

~ ow for the recipes that will make you a successful
black man. First, secure a good line of bunk on the race
question. Use the soft soap, and plenty of it. Tell 'em
that princes shall come out of Ethiopia and Ethiopia
hall stretch forth her hand unto God! Whoop it up
on ~ egro business! Tell 'em to organize. (Don't mention the fact that 700,000 white businesses have been
wiped out of existence during the last five years).
Tell
'em to organize like the Jew. (Don't mention the millions of dirty, hungry Jews in Palestine and Europe
and North America). Denounce the Color Line. (Don't
mention the Color Lines among Negroes).
Give a wild
burst of oratory for the Constitution and Democracy.
(Don't
mention the twenty million poor whites on
relief and the Ph. D.'s in the breadlines).
Tell 'em
to be peaceable and meek like lambs. (So the wolves
won't have any trouble eating them).
Second, stay in with the Big White Folk. You can
do this by putting on a pious, Booker T. W,lashington}Iajor R. R. Moton look. Quote the Scriptures.
White

Folk like to hear Negroes quote the Bible. Slave masters believed in the Negro church and had one on every
plantation.
Whenever
you appear
in public before
white audiences, have an ebony chorus behind you.
Let them sing: "I'll Wait on the Lawd 'Til I Die."
If the good white folk have heard anything about the
New Negro, this spiritual
will allay all suspicions.
Some Negro leaders have become college presidents in
this manner. It's a sure recipe! Remember, Brothers,
the Big White Folk appoint Negro leaders.
Third, jump upon the Reds with both feet. What is
a Red? How do I know! Facts about Russia are not
necessary.
Read the newspapers.
They are the American Bible. Tell the black citizens that the Reds .are
trying to take their Bibles away from them. Tell the
white people that you a peace-loving black man, are
trying to keep the Reds from spreading social equality.
This plan always works. Brother, the School Board
at Wilycross, Georgia, will appoint you principal of the
Okay Colored High School.
Third, be a snob and marry a high yellow woman.
Be sure to let folk know that you scorn poor niggers
who make it impossible for you to gain your God-given
rights. When you come into town, ride in an automobile a block long, You don't have the money? Rent
one, you nut! Then go to' the biggest church on a Sunday morning and tell the black citizens how proud you
are to be black. Praise the local Big Negroes for the
progress they have made. By hook or crook, get a Ph.
D. or M. D. or D. D. Any "D" will do. This will overawe
simple black folk, If possible (and it is always possible) get a letter of introduction from some local Big
White Man. Get a twenty dollar bill and put it on
the outside of a roll of counterfeit.
Give some flunky
a quarter to circulate the fiction that you have oil wells
in Texas. Buy a five-cent cigar, soak it in some perfume from the local five-and-ten-cent
store, and smoke
it at an angle of forty-five degrees. Deepen your voice
and use a thus-saith-the-Lord-God
manner. Walk about
the Negro section with your hands folded behind you,
head bowed, as if thinking profoundly.
Brothers, if you want to be a Big Negro or a Great
Big Negro try these recipes. They never fail. No lie.
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Black Drama---(J mixed cast---(Jnd prejudice striking even
after death-

Na

ships had been unloaded that day. The rain
~
had prevented any work being done. The rain had
begun last evening.
N one of the scabs remembered
when it had started, but they all were thankful.
The
colored scabs-this
was their first at dock work-said
they had been worked like "dogs."
The white scabs
said they had been worked like "niggahs."
Everyone
was pleased with the rain, even the special police. Now
they didn't have to worry about those "dern pickets,"
who kept so much noise.
The pickets were thankful
too.
This long rainfall
was costing. the company
money.
The docks had not been safe for the workers
for a long time, but now they were even unsafe for
the freight.
So the freight stayed aboard the ships
and the scabs slept on the docks.

It rained all day and was still raining when the
. ht of the sheds, which housed the scabs were put
ant.
~ ow, when the fat, chubby-faced
policeman in
his brown suit began to speak, it was still raining.
He had a torn belt in his hand.
His Iarge stomach
made quick movements.
"Yon guys kin go on ta bed now.
We'll all
. hten dis out in de mornin'.
Ain't nothin' to be
don' now.
He didn't have no business ova' heyah
nohow."
The white man completed his sentence, out of breath.
ere was a nervous metallic ring in his words.
His
eyes canned the group of Negroes about him. Their
black omber faces disgusted him.
They were dirty,
too.
He looked at his aides and replacing his belt
over hi shoulder, he motioned to I them, "Get 'em settled."
Three men, dressed in brown, with Tom Brown
bel : aluted' and pushed their way through the group.
Commands were issued. The Negroes, with many furive srlances to one side of the room, went back to
eir cots. The room became quiet, save for the con. nons patter of the rain outside and the shuffling
feet of the company's private police beyond the door.
Click, the lights went out. The room became still.
"Ain't dey gonna move de body?"
in a whisper.
, h-

shh-shh-,

not so loud."

The quiet of the room was
wave of whispering voices.
''\\here's

de body?

some one asked

drowned

by

a rising

Is it still heyah?"

1 eah, ober dere by dose empty cots."
"J
: is we gonna stay
pftecuslv in the darkness.

heyah?"

a voice

asked

"It
laugh.

looks

"Hell,
body or
room wid
Where is
"Ober

dat-a-way."

The

speaker

tried

hard

to

dey caint keep me heyah. Else dey move dat
else I'm movin'.
I ain't nevah slept in a
a black body, moren less a white one .....
it?"
dere."

One of the Negroes arose from his bed and looked
in the direction of the vacant cots. The light from the
hall revealed the body. The legs sprawled from beneath
the sheet. The Negro stared at the sheet, and from the
darkness, the sheet stared back.
"Lord, I'se gonna git outta heyah."
"What you gonna--?'''
a daring voice asked.
"Dey
"Well,

caint keep me in heyah
youse here,"

wid dat."

was the reply.

"But caint dey fix us up on de odder side or sumptin' ?"
"Y ou go on odder
obber you too."

side,. and dey gonna put a sheet

Some one laughed. The chuckle ran fleetingly around
the room; it echoed and died in a corner near the body.
The voices ceased. The rain continued to fall. The
feet of the company's guards were not heard.
A voice broke the silence.
It gathered
though it started a great, distance away.
"Jim,

volume,

as

did you see it happen?"

"I jes' saw what you saw. When dey put on de
lights, dat fat guy asked me ef I don' seed anybody
roun' who didn't belong. I tol' him, "no," but den he
saw that boy on de cot."
"Dey ought a move dat body,"
"Shet up.

some one moaned.

So what den?"

"I don' know, Sam, he jest walked ovah to de cot
an' shook de boy. I didn' hear what dey said."
"I heard 'em," volunteered a voice from a cot near
the body. "Dat fat guy, he told de white boy to get
where he belonged. Then de fella said somethin' about
dere weren't any beds on de odder side, or somethin'
about the rain comin' in on 'em. Dat guy de fat fella,
wid de twisted lip, he Jest shook him and told de kid
dat he couldn't stay heyah, cause it was 'gains' de law,
de law don' 'low colored folk an' white people to be
together. It was 'gains' de law. De fella in de bed den
laughed an' said dat he been scabbin' for three years
an' dat dis was de fus' time he heard dat dere was any
difference 'tween a white an' a black ....
r don' know
what de words was he used but he end up sayin' sump-
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tin' 'bout rats. Dats what made de cop sore. Den dey
got started. Jesus Chris', you nebbah know when you're
goin' ."
"Dat kid was alright too; he was talking to me de
odder day. He say it was a shame dat dere was a
strike. He said we all oughta get work widdout bein'
scabs; dat dis was a ratty thing."
"Jesus, ain't dey gonna move him? I'm gonna ask
'em to do it.' From one of the cots a figure arose and
stumbled through the darkness toward the door.
"Was he really a kid?" the piteous voice asked,
breaking its long silence.
"1 don' kno', he looks kinda young, but you never
ken tell."
"You think it was an accident?" the piteous voice
asked.
"Dats what! dat fella say, but de bullet come from
de odder
"
"Ss----8----h------sh. Here dey come ..
The lights were flashed on. The three company
guards entered. The Negro, who had gone for them,
followed.
"Mistah, we caint stay heyah like dis; caint yah
move it?"
"Whatcha mean 'move it'? Ain't niggars got no respect. Goddam !" The twisted lip of the fat guard
curved around to his cheek. "Couple of you boys can
move 'im out."
The Negroes lifted the body.

The sheet fell to one

side, revealing a youthful face. One of the guards
picked the boy's torn cap from off a cot and threw it
on the colorless face. A crucifix was revealed in a
tightened fist. The small silver cross' reflected the light
from the electric bulb. The body was carried out.
The pall bearers returned.
"What dey do?" someone asked.
"Dey put 'im in de yard, in one ob de boxes."
"He was a Red or somptin"; one ob dose people
everybody's talkin' about," said one of the pall-bearers.
"N 0, he weren't no Red, dey don' believe in religion,
he did. Didn't yah see de cross? He musta been a
Catholic, 1 guess;"
"Dats it. De fat fella said he was one ob dose, but
dey're de same anyway."
"Oh no, dey ain't!"
"Well dats what dose fellas say; only-you only
call Jews, Reds; but dey both tryin' to ruin de country; dats what de white man say and so it mus' be
right."
'~~ell 1 don' no
1 guess so tho', ef
dey say so," answered one of the Negroes, throwing his
huge body across a cot. "I'm sho' glad it's out aheyah."
"80'S we," came a group of voices.
The lights went out and the shuffiing feet of the
guards were heard outside, in the hall. The rain continued to fall. A·water rat came out of its hole, moved
about, heard the shuffiing feet of the guards and fled.

--------.--------

YOUTH FROWNS ON OLD TIME RELIGION
(Contintted

it shows men how to attain directly those things that
are most vital to them at the present time. Nevertheless
it must be admitted that there are wants and desires
that science cannot satisfy, and that religion is absolutely necessary to give meaning to an otherwise
futile and blank world. Religion is certainly based
somewhat upon a craving for happiness, and for a
meaning in existence. It is hard fo the younger generation, as for millions of others to refuse to accept a belief in a moral univer.se and to attempt to explain all
moral values in mechanistic terms.
The powerful
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emotional stimulus leading to religious motivation is
present but it must be handled with precision.
Permit me to say in conclusion that youth has long
since agreed that religion is not a scheme to avoid the
wrath of God, but a plan to better the lives of men.
When our religious leaders bring religion close to
the everyday experiences and happenings so that the
relationship: is entwined, then and only then will the
younger generation become fully cognizant of their
religious attributes. "Religion is the human experience
of God's life and love, in the midst of our ordinary
tasks."

_
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First District Activities
Everett

C. Yates,

District

Representative

The chapters in the first district
of
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
held a
joint
regional
conference
in the cozy
rooms of the Robert Gould Shaw House
on Windsor street on May 14, 15 and 16.
From the starting function, the dance
and reception Friday night to the Omega
men and their ladies, through the Saturday discussion conference
and initation of pledges, there was a rising wave
of enthusiasm
which reached its maximum height at the mass meeting at the
St.
Mark
Congregational
church
on
Townsend
street
when Lt. Lawrence
Oxley of the U. S. Department
of Labor
at Washington
and Atty. Matthew W.
Bullock of Boston, assistant to the Commissioner
of Correction
of the state
sounded the keynote of the whole conference, for the benefit of a large Boston
audience.
A highlight
of the Friday
evening
reception
was the presentation'
of a
silver loving cup to Everett
C. Yates,
First Distr ict Representative,
for meritorous services rendered the fraternity,
by Brother
Kyle, Basileus of Gamma
chapter.
Prominent
speakers of the fraternity
were Atty. Irwin Dorch, president
of
the Boston branch of the N. A. A. C. P.,
whose subject was civil liberties and the
fraternity;
Julian
D. Steele, head of
the Robert Gould Shaw House, on community
problems
and the fraternity;
Edward
Dixon, teacher n the Boston
public system, on vocational
education
and the fraternity,
and Alfred Haughton, editor of the Boston Chronicle on
publicity and the fraternity.
of

These speeches
live intelligent

were all provocative
discussions.

The pledgees initiated were Brothers
Walker of Boston University,
Williams
of M. I. T., Underwood of Northeastern
and Corbin of the New England Conservatory of Music. All are now members
of Gamma Chapter.
The Sunday
evening
was well attended.

mass

meeting

Whether it was the expected beautiful renditions of the chorus, led by its

director, Thomas Johnson of Eta Phi
Chapter
or the importance
of Past
Grand
Basileus
Oxley,
direct
from
Washington,
or the anticipated
good
speech of our own Past Grand Basileus
Bullock, which brought
them out, the
public came.

ternity problems.
Epsilon Chapter has
been very active in sponsoring this idea,
and on June 12, 1937, at New York
City, a good-will smoker was held.
It
was attended
and supported
by many
Brothers
from Zeta Psi, Xi Phi and
Upsilon Phi Chapters.

Lt. Oxley stressed the fact that Bostonians can't live on the city's past history. They live to achieve and not on
the achievements
of past heroes.
He
asked his audience to stop talking about
Boston culture and to think of the status
of the Negro from a national standpoint.

At these meetings I stressed the fact
that we must render service of a type
calculated to improve the economic and
civic conditions of our neighbors, if we
are to be worthy of Omega.

Atty. Bullock looked on the fraternity as a medium for wholesome social
life, for providing
suitable
leadership
for an oppressed people, and unity of
thought
for the production
of united
action along race betterment
lines.
Achievement
medals were presented
Louis Montgomery,
of Brockton,
and
Edward Dugger, of Medford, outstanding school athletes of the 1936 season by
Francis Bowles, of Gamma Chapter.

Second District Activities
Roger M. Yoncey,

District

Representative

The Second District,
which might
properly
be called
the Metropolitan
District
because of the location of a
majority of the active chapters in and
about New York City, has dedicated itself to the policy of the "good neighbor."
Accordingly, I have the honor of
reporting
as follows:
On Sunday, March 14, 1937, at the
Calvary Baptist
Church, East Orange,
New Jersey, of which Bro. C. M. Long
is pastor, Col. Chas. S. Young Memorial
Exercises,
Negro Achievement
and the
Essay Contest were held jointly under
the sponsorship
of Upsilon. Phi Chapter. A feature of this prograrri was the
music rendered by Epsilon Chapter Glee
Club of New York City.
Beginning with the visit of our Grand
Basileus, Bro. William Baugh, to this
district, and at a smoker held in his
honor on March 30, 1937, at New York
City, plans were made to foster
at
every opportunity
a mutual understanding of fraternity
objectives
and fra-

In view of the fact that a majority
of our Chapters now active, are closely
situated, it is believed by many Brothers
that a fraternity
house located in New
York City would be of great value as a
gathering
place, a haven, for Omega
men.
Again, Epsilon Chapter
has set the
pace.
On August 30, 1937, the annual
Omega showboat moonlight sail up the
Hudson
River
was held.
The commodious
and well appointed
steamer
"State of Delaware" carried a capacity
crowd of Brothers, their wives, sweethearts
and friends.
The show, which
was built around the Glee Club, and
under the direction of Brother
Homer
Smith, was a decided hit. Dancing and
movies were enjoyed also. All chapters
in the metropolitan
area actively
cooperated
with Epsilon in this venture.
Proceeds from the showboat were added
to the Fraternity
House building fund,
which was initiated by Epsilon.
Arrangements
are being made for a
District Conference to be held early in
November.
The time and place wlll be
announced later.
Among the objectives
of this conference will be:
(a) To rededicate
ourselves
to effectuate
the purpose of Omega as set
forth in Article 2 of our Constitution;
(b) To focus attention
upon the observance
of National
Negro Achievement Week;
(c) To urge Brothers to become active in sponsoring the Essay Contest;
(d) To determine the type and character of activities Brothers should sponsel' in this District which will be of the
greatest value; and lastly but not least,
to urge each chapter and each Brother
to become financial.
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ird District Activities
C,

ex

der, District

Representative

During
1937 we have made several
pe
nal contact
and corresponded regularly- with all chapters.
Reports that
have come to us from time to time give
sati factory- evidence that local civic and
social programs have been most successful by all chapters. A majority of chapters
report
that
they
have
given
sub tantial
and regular support to the
~. A. A. C. P. and its local programs, the
Y. )1. C. A. and its local programs as
well as the programs by the Inter-Fraternal
Councils.
Several
brothers
in
'Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia
ha ve taken the lead in political efforts
that
resulted
in the appointment
of
Omega men to many places of honor
and responsibility
with salaries
commensurate
thereto.
In Maryland,
in
particular,
special commendation
is due
everal brothers who gave of their time
and means in the support of efforts by
interested citizens in behalf of the equalization of salaries in counties in their
state.
Our district conference was held
in Pittsburgh,
Pa., May 21, 22.
The
Vice Grand Basileus and Editor of THE
ORACLE and several other officers were
in attendance.
The entire
conference
wa most enthusiastic
with many sugge tions as to the future programs
by
districts
and chapters
of communitywide benefit. Brother Weaver of Washington,
who
is
chairman
of
the
organization perfected at the conference,
has advised that he is not leaving any
stone unturned in his efforts to see that
every loyal son of Omega within the
confines of the district, as well as any
other brothers who might feel the urge
will be present
at the second annual
eonference.
Your
representative
has
made personal contacts with interested
brothers in Delaware with the hope that
a cbapter
may be requested
in that
tate.
During
the
remaining
three
months we wish to urge all chapters to
make
pecial effort to close 1937 with
every brother in your city financial.

The State Conference of Virginia

w.

Seay,

Fourth

District

Representative

Four years ago in a certain city of
Yirginia located on the sea-coast a group
of determined Omega men whipped their
local chapter into an enthusiastic effort
to eek the next Grand Conclave of the
Fraternity.
Their
contagious
enthuiasm
pread beyond the chapter
and
saturated
the entire city, and all Norfo
wa clamoring for the big event.
Due to several COntributing factors,
- thought by the Supreme Council

to be a better policy to carry the conclave to a section of the country not
recently visited rather
than return
to
the vicinity of the two previous ones.
Norfolk lost in her effort to get the conclave but Virginia won as a result of it.
Not to be outdone, this same group
of determined
men led by by Brother
Ellis F. Corbett decided to call and organize an Omega State Conference ("A
Little Conclave").
Accordingly, in May,
1934 the first conference was held at
Norfolk.
The idea was a success from
the very beginning and each succeeding
year has seen it grow in size and influence. It has met in Lynchburg, Richmond, Roanoke, and in May, 1938, is
to be held in Petersburg.
For a good many years College Fraternities
have been on the defensive.
They have been compelled to justify
their
existence
and especially
is this
true of the graduate
Chapters.
Perhaps the depression had a lot to do with
this, perhaps
other
and more subtle
social changes, but it is an inescapable
fact that the average
fraternity
man
sooner or later wakes up to the realization that his public expects a bit more
of him than an annual dance and a few
ill spoken "Hip Hic Hoorays."
And to
be sure, his public has every right to
expect more of an intellectual oligarchy
whose cultural, social, and economic advantages are so much greater than those
of the average man.
It was during such a period of doubt
and vacillation, indifference, and actual
suspension of activities in some chapters
that the State Conference of Virginia
was born.
To say that its organization
has stimulated
Omega in Virginia
is
only mildly stating
a fact recognized
by Omega men far and wide who have
had the privilege of witnessing the "before and after."
The chapter at Hampton
which had
died a natural death several years before has been revived and moved to
Newport News, Lynchburg, which though
not actually dead, was very low, was
host to the Conference at its second annual meeting.
Numerous detached men
have connected themselves with active
chapters some travelling as far as seventy miles to attend meetings.
A uniform type of achievement program has
been sponsored throughout the State.
A
program
which gives proper
place to
achievements
of the past but greatest
emphasis
upon
achievements
of the
present.
One of the Public High Schools
in the State has Negro History in its
curriculum as an accredited subject-c-an
idea which originated at the first Conference.
Local Inter-Fraternal
Councils have been organized throughout
the
State resulting in better understanding

and cooperation
between Greek letter
societies.
The State
Conference
has
given Virginia
Omega men and their
communities opportunities
to see, hear,
and appreciate their Grand officers. And
not the least of all, it has stimulated a
financial revival such as the State has
never known before.
It was this latter
together with apparent
strides in every
direction
which caused
the
Supreme
Council to set Virginia aside as a separate district with the power of choosing her own representative.
The man largely responsible for this
renaissance is Brother Ellis Corbett who
has been recognized as the official organizer, and has been elected permanent
delegate-at-large.
He is the efficient
Circulation
Manager
of the Norfolk
Journal and Guide and a stomp down
good "Q."
The last meeting of the Conference
held in Roanoke, Va., May 15, 1937, was
a success from every angle.
The people are still talking about Magic City
hospitality.
Grand
Basileus,
Wm. E.
Baugh, Vice Grand Basileus, Jesse A.
Thomas,
Editor
of ORACLE; Robert
("Bob")
Baskervill
and his assistant
"Mite" Weaver, are a few of the celebrities from out of the State who graced
the conference
with their presence.
Omega in Virginia has a program and
is step by step putting
that program
into action.
More power to Omega,
More power to the Virginia State Conference.

Proceedings at the District Conference of the Sixth District, Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity in Session at Shaw
University, Raleigh, North Carolina

Sixth

S. Herbert

Adams,

District

Representative

The Sixth District Conference of the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
opened at
10::30 on the morning of April 17, 1937.
Brother William Jones of Delta Psi led
the group in prayer.

.r.

Brother
H. Whiteman,
Omicron
Phi, president
of the conference, presided at the opening.
He expressed the
appreciation
of the conference to the
brothers
of Delta Psi for entertaining
the conference at this time, after which
the session was turned over to Brother
S. Herbert Adams, District Representative.
On entering into the business of the
conference
the District
Representative
charged the group to think seriously on
the problems confronting the conference
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as "ell as npon the future
efforts of
Omega and the great oppor-tunities that
are before us to achieve greater usefulnes .
Brother
Adams asked for a general
discussion to determine whether the idea
of an annual district conference was a
feasible one or even desirable.
He told
of former
meetings
of the conference
and pointing to the possible good that
could be derived from such, and at the
same time pointing to the Virginia Conference as having taken the idea which
was ours and made a shining example
of it.
Brother Whiteman took the floor and
stated that if we are to have successful
district
conferences
we must have certain definite aims and objectives to serve
as a goal.
Here" Brother
Adams
acknowledged
the presence of Brother J. A. Weiseger,
past
Grand
Keeper
of Records
and
Seals, and expressed the delight of the
conference
to have his presence.
On
being introduced
he was asked to the
front to contribute
to the discussion. In
speaking,
Brother
Weiseger
re-emphasized Brother Whiteman's
remarks.
He
also told much of the success of the
Virginia
Conference
and advanced
a
program for the rehabilitation
of Omega
men.
At this point, Brothel' William Burnett, Omicron Alpha, told of the many
activities of his chapter in workng toward worthwhile
objectives.
He asked
that the conference
consider as an objective the encouragement
of the Negro
vote.
Brother Adams then read to the conference a letter from Brother
George
Isabell, G. K. R. S.
Brother
Isabell
wished the conference every success.
The discussion .was again reopened,
and Brother
Wheeler,
Omicron Alpha,
told the conference of the work of his
chapter toward establishing
a loan fund
for worthy students. He appealed to the
group to take this idea before the several chapters of the district for consideration.
Brother Burnett stressed the apparent
lack of discretion of many chapters
in
their
selection
of new material
for
Omega men.
Then Brother
Adams
spoke of the
seeming indifference
of the brothers
on
the constitutional
matters of the fraternity and asked that more interest
be
shown in such matters by the brothers.
'At this point, Brothel' Jones admonished the brothers to think in terms of
better men and men who are able to accomplish things as qualities to be looked
for in our future
selection of Omega

I

THE

men.
Also, he reviewed
the activities
and accomplishments
of Omegas at Shaw
University.
He said that whenever the
administration
or faculty really wanted
something
done on the campus
they
called on Omega inen.
Brother
Whiteman
re-emphasized
Brothel'
Adams'
contention
that
we
should
become
more
constitutionallyminded.
He also related certain accomplishments made in Columbia toward the
encouragement
of Negro
participation
in civic activities through the concerted
efforts of certain civic-minded
Negroes
there under the leadership
of Brothel'
Simmons.
The following
pointed:

committees

were

ap-

Committee
on Recommendations:
Brothel' William J. Wheeler, Chairman
Brother John H. Moore
Brother E. O. Hunt
Brother Floyd Holl~y
Brother Kermit White
Committee on Publicity:
Brothel' William Jones, Chairman
(Chairman to appoint remaining members. )
Brother
Adams reopened the discussion and enumerated
the various objectives thus far brought before the conference.
He also emphasized
the importance of selecting the meeting place
for the next conference, and asked that
the .various delegates consider the matter
before returning
for the afternoon
session.
Appreciation
was expressed
to
Beta Phi chapter for the very enjoyable
dance on the night before.
Arrangements
were made
picture
to be taken after

for a group
the session.

Here, Brother
Ray, Omicron Alpha,
added to the objective that we become
more constitutionally-minded,
that
we
also become more ritually-minded.
He
also suggested
the establishment
of an
employment
agency within the district.
Brothel'
Moore stressed
the importance of the paying their Grand Chapter
dues and taking greater interest in the
activities of the National Organization.
Brothel' Jones took up the suggestion
and added that we help undergraduate
brothers attain National Offices.
Brother
Weiseger then told the conference how this question had come before the last two conclaves and voiced
the opinion that the reason why undergraduate
brothers
have failed
to be
elected
to the Supreme
Council
was
due to the decidedly small undergraduate representation
at the Grand Conclaves.
Brothel' Adams expressed the opinion
that because of certain duties envolved
in the functions of Grand Council Offices

undergraduates
would be placed at a
great disadvantage
in filling such positions, with the possible exception of that
of Vice Grand Basileus.
He also suggested the possibilities
of a first and
second Vice Grand
Baslleus
with an
undergraduate
serving in one capacity.
Brother
Weiseger
suggested
that we
formulate
definite plans on this matter
to be presented to the next Grand Conclave.
Brother Hunt then
we elect our District

recommended
that
Representatives.

Brother Weiseger pointed out that an
attempt
had been made to make the
District Representative
an elective office
but. had failed because not enough interest had been shown by the chapters.
Here,
Brother
Adams
recommended
that we present
to the Grand Council
the plan to make the District
Conference a compulsory duty of each district.
Brother Terrell, Psi Phi, also stressed
the point of making
the conferences
matters
of compulsion,
and that
the
conference
go on record as advocating
broader duties and powers for the District Representatives.
He said that it
was in the meetings of the District conferences
that the ground work of the
fraternity
could be carried out and more
effective work could be accomplished.
Brother
Hunt moved:
That this district
recommend
to the national
organization
that district
conferences
become part of the national organization.
Seconded and Passed.
Brother
Jones moved:
That a committee be appointed
to formulate
plans
connected with carrying Brother Hunt's
motion before the grand conclave.
Seconded and Passed.
Report
dations:

of Committee

on Recommen-

The Committee
on Recommendations
submit the following report for the consideration of the District Conference.
1. We recommend
that the Supreme
Council adopt the meeting of the
District Conference as a compulsory
constitutional
matter rather than a
voluntary
matter.
a. That the District Conference be
held annually at a place designated at the previous meeting.
b. That the entertaining
chapter
shall be host.
c. That the Conference stress the
civic activities of the district.
d. That each chapter shall be required to pay District
Conference fees. This fee shall be set
up by the Conference.
e. That the Supreme Council shall
send one of its members to each
District
meeting.
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f. Tb.a

the

shall elect
sentative

D'
iet Conference
. - District
Reprefor the en uing year.

2. We recommend
that the Graduate
Chapte
hall et up a Loan Fund
for deserving Omega men that are
in chooL
3. We recommend
that
more stress
hall be placed upon the selection
of who are potential members.
-1. We recommend that an established
Employment
Agency in each State
be set up for Omega men and that
there be a Director
appointed
by
the District
Representative.
5. We recommend
that the chapters
hall become more Constitutionally
and Ritually-minded.
6. 'Ne recommend that the Conference
shall sponsor a wide rehabilitation'
program of Omega men in the District.
1. We recommend
that each chapter
shall sponsor some wide civic enter-.
prise,
At this time, Brother
Adams introduced Brother Lawrence A. Oxley, past
Grand Basileus, who was in attendance
for the afternoon
session.
After greeting the Conference,
Brother Oxley told
of many of his recent activities both in
the Department
of Labor and within the
Fraternity.
Brother Oxley said that he
and Brother
Weiseger
had taken
the
week-end off from duties in Washingon to attend the dance sponsored
by
Beta Phi and the track meet between
haw and St. Augustine -without anticipating
the District
Conference,
neverde s, he was very glad to have the'
opportunity
to be meeting with his old
up. He brought to. the attention
of
e Conference
the splendid
housing
p ject of the Omega chapters in Nashtille.
Report
tee
Brother
Brother
B other
Bother
B other
Alpha,
B ther

of the

Registration

Commit-

S. Herbert Adams, Pi Phi,
A. C. Terrell, Psi Phi,
John H. Moore, Rho,
James T. Smith, Rho,
Charles
R.
Ray,
Omicron
William

Burnett,

Omicron

'William

Wheeler,

Omicron

- pha,
B

ther

Alpha,
Brother E. O. Hunt, Psi Phi, '
Brother
J. H. Whiteman,
Omicron
Pbi,
Brother Walker, Omicron Phi,
B ther J. Arthur
Weiseger,
Alpha
Omega.
We

believe that the brothers
everyare showing a keen interest ill all
- pertaining
to the welfare of the'
~dl1'nlm-. and that the banner of Omega
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will alway
trict.

be kept

aloft

in this

Dis-

Brother Adams expressed the need, for
a Committee
on Constitution
and ByLaws.
Brother
Payne
was appointed
Chairman to appoint the remaining members from Beta Phi and Delta Psi chapters.
Brother Terrell was appointed
Chairman of a Committee
to make Recommendations
to the Conclave concerning
the making of District Conferences part
of the National Organization.
He should
appoint the remaining
members of the
Committee.
Brother Payne was appointed to make
resolutions
to send to Beta Phi, Shaw
University
and Congressman
Gavagan
for his Anti-Lynching
Bill.
Instead
of a formal official staff, it
was agreed that a Committee
on Arrangements
for the Next
Conference
serve for this purpose, and that the presiding office and secretary
be elected at
the beginning
of the next Conference.
The committee was to be composed of
one member from South Carolina
and
one from North Carolina, an undergraduate member, with the District
Representative serving as a member ex-officio.
The Committee
on Arrangement
for
the next conference:
Brother Foster P. Payne, Beta Phi,
Brother T. J. Hanberry,
Omicron Phi,
Brother Body, Delta Psi,
Brother S. Herbert
Adams,
District
Representative.
Brother Burnett took the floor and in
behalf of Omicron Alpha exteilded an
invitation
to the Conference to hold its
next meeting with them in Wilmington,
provided the new Auditorium
to be constructed,
there
is completed
by this
time.
The invitation
from Omicron Alpha
was accepted by motion.
Brother Burnett moved that the Conference adjourn.
Seconded and Passed.
And with the Brothers
raising
their
voices to the song "THE
CALL OF
OMEGA PSI PHI,"
the District
Conference Faded into. the Past.

Visitations by, the District
Representative
The following
chapters
were visited
during
the quarter:
Pi Phi, Lambda
Psi, Beta Phi, Delta Psi, Kappa Alpha,
Mu Psi.
In February,
Omicron Alpha chapter
was established
in Wilmington,
N. C.,
bringing the total to sixteen chapters in
the District.
The District
Representative
had the
pleasure
of meeting
with the Grand
Basileus in Raleigh, N. C., on the occasion of· his, southern
tour.
At that
time all, of the, 'chapters in: eastern North

Carolina
were represented
and a successful meeting was held.
On March 21st, I spoke at the Me
mortal program
sponsored
by Kappa
Alpha chapter, and was present at the
program
sponsored jointly by Rho and
Pi Phi chapters.
Circular letters have been written to.
all chapters
urging action on the proposed amendments to the constitution.

Report of the Seventh District
M. R. Austelle, District Representative
The Seventh District
includes the following chapters located in the states of
Georgia,
-Flortda and Alabama:
Psi,
Beta Psi, Gamma Psi, Upsilon Psi, Eta
Omega, Iota Omega, Chi Omega, Psi
Omega, Alpha Phi', Theta Phi, Lambda
Phi, Mu Phi, Sigma Phi, Alpha Sigma,
Gamma Sigma, Omicron and Tau.
Of a total of seventeen chapters
in
the district, only one chapter is totally
inactive.
That is Tau Chapter
at Atlanta University.
Plans are now under
way to revive this chapter.
By the time
of the Cleveland Conclave, we expect to.
have this chapter back on the financial
roster. That will give a total of seventeen active chapters in the district with
six chapters
in the "Gate City of the
South," Atlanta.
Last spring, Omicron Chapter at Gammon Theological
Seminary
was revived
and put back on the active list of Chapters.
Bro. Charles Newman is Basileus
of the Chapter.
He is putting
over a
very effective program.
The five chapters in Atlanta have been
organized
into what is known as the
"Atlanta
Omega Chapter Council."
The
purpose of this council is to coordinate
the work of all the chapters in Atlanta.
The council meets once per month.
The
council is sponsoring
a tennis tournament early this fall.
In order to encourage scholarship in the undergraduate
chapters
a scholarship
cup is' to be
awarded to the chapter which maintains
the highest average in scholarship.
A
chapter will have to win the cup three
successive years in order for it to become the chapter's
permanent
property.
Efforts
are being made to organize
gradnate chapters at Pensacola, Florida,
Columbus
and Albany,
Georgia.
We
hope to have at least one of these chapters set up by the end of the year.
Several chapters
in the district
were
greatly
benefited
by the visit of the
Grand Basileus, Bro. Baugh; to the district last spring.
Since Bro. Jesse O.
Thomas has his headquarters
right here
within the district,
he is in a position
to get around among the chapters
frequently.
The Grand Keeper of Finance,
Brother J. B. Blayton, also takes time
out from his numerous duties to make
flying trips here and there in the dis-
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.et, "With the help of these national
no reason
why this
officers, there i
houJdn't be one of the best districts in
the country.
Several
outstanding
brothers
in the
district
have recently
received honors.
Dr. H. R. Butler, Jr., of Atlanta, was
given a Rosenwald Fellowship to study
internal medicine and guided practice at
the hospital of London, England.
He
is already on the other side of the ocean
hard at work.
Bro. B. F. Smith of Montgomery completed a year's work on his doctorate at
Michigan.
He is now teaching at the
State Teachers College at Montgomery,
Ala.
Bro. W. O. Bryson received his master's degree in business from Atlanta
University
and is now heading up the
newly organized business department
of
Morgan College.
Bro. J. B. Blayton, our Grand Keeper
of Finance, was elected as vice-president
of the National Negro Business League.
Bro. Kemper Hareld is now president
of the National
Negro Music Association.
The second annual regional
conference of the Seventh District will be held
at Montgomery, Ala., October 8, 9 and
10, with Gamma Sigma and Sigma Phi
Chapters
acting as hosts.
Bro. E. C.
Russell is Basileus of. the graduate host
chapter, and Bro. Ramsouri is Basileus
of the undergraduate
host chapter.
The
hosts are leaving no stone unturned
in
order to make this conference
a b.g
success.
Bro.
Wm.
Maynard,
the
District
Keeper of Records and Seals, and Bro.
John Calhoun, the District
Keeper of
Finance, are working right along with
the District Representative
and the host
chapters. The Vice Grand Basileus, Bro.
Jesse O. Thomas, as well as Bro. J. B.
Blayton, G. K. of F., are both helping
in every way possible.
The program for the conference is as
follows:
Theme: "The Responsibility
of Greek
Letter Men and Women in a Changing
Social Order."
Friday,
October 8:
4:00--7:00 P. M.-Registration
of delegates, Tullibody Auditorium.
8:00 P. M.-Opening
session. Welcome
program, host chapters.
Appointment
of committees.
Appointment
of editors of the conference.
10:00 P. M.-2:00
A. M.-The
Omega
dance.
Sat1Lrday, October 9:
9:00 A. M.-Business
session.
Roll call by chapters.
Minutes of last conference.
Reports of district officers.
Purpose of conference.
Discussions:

Note:
Each chapter
is expected
to
have an official delegate.
Each delegate
or his alternate
is expected to give a
brief talk on each question.
Official Bpeakers
from
Chapters
1. Psi.
2. Beta Psi.
3. GammaPsi.
4. Upsilon Psi.
. 5. Eta Omega.
6. Iota Omega.
7. Chi Omega.
9. Alpha Phi.
10. Theta Phi.
11. Lambda Phi.
12. Mu Phi.
13. Sigma Phi.
14. Alpha Sigma.
15. Gamma Sigma.
16. Omicron.
17. Tau.
TOIJic.' for Discussion
1. What shall be the program of the
district?
(a) How financed?
(b) What
part of the expenses shall be assumed
by the district?
(c) How are the funds
to be raised?
2. What measures
does the Distr'ct
Conference wish to present to the Grand
Conclave?
3. What projects will the district undertake
for its task during
the next
fiscal year?
4. A summary of the morning session
by the Conference Editor.
Noon Intermission:
12:30-2:00
P. M.
Afternoon Session: 2 :00 P. M.
Discussions
Contimued.
1. What are some of the causes for
such a large number of members losing
fellowship
with the Fraternity?
(a)
How may the difficulty be overcome?
2. What are some of the problems of
the undergraduates?
3. How can the graduates
assist the
undergraduates
in solving these problems?
4. What shall be the theme for the
next Regional Conference?
5. Summary of the highlights of the
afternoon session by the chapter editors.
6:00 P. M.-Supper.
8:00 P. M.-Footbal
game, Alabama
State vs. Florida A. and M. College.
10:00 P. M.-12:00
P. M.-Intra-Fraternal Social.
Sunday,
October
10:
!l:00 A. M.-Morning
Session:
1. Reports
of Conference
Committee.
2. Summary of Conference Highlights,
Conference Editors.
3. Election of officers.
Noon Intermission.
3:00 P. M.-Symposium:
Theme: "The Responsibility
of Greek
Letter Men and Women in a Chang'ng
Social Order."
Main speaker,
Vice Grand
Basileus
Jesse O. Thomas.
(15 minutes.)
Five-minute
talks by representatives

of local Greek
Sororities.

Letter

Eighth District

u.

S. Donaldson,

Fraternities

State
District

and

Conference
Representative

The First State Missouri Conference
of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
met at
Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri, Friday,
April 2, 1937, at 8:30
P. M. The meeting, assembled in the
living room of Allem Hall, was called
to order at 9 :30 by Brother U. S. Donaldson,
District
Representative,
4412
West Belle Place, St. Louis, Missouri.
Invocation was given by Brother J. C.
McMorries.
Attention
was called to the Friday
evening session of the program
by the
district
representative.
He also made
remarks explaining his reason for carrying on the conference
on the dates
planned.
They were:
(1) Experience
from last year's attempt to set up the
conference.
(2) Regional conference in
May.
Brother Herman Dreer, at this time,
made brief remarks
to the conference.
Brother Dreer asserted that the problems of our race are economic and recommended college education as a means
of solution.
He enthusiastically
encouraged
scholarships
to be offered
by
Omega.
"Unite and work for Omega"
were his closing words.
Brother
J.
C. McMorries,
former
Grand Basileus, opened questions about
awards in a previous conclave. Exposition was given by Brother Dreer. Points
put forward
by Brother
Dreer
were
further
substantiated
by Brother
John
H. Purnell.
Brother
A. A. Kildare
talked very
fervently
on Omega Spirit, and urged
the boosting of Eta Sigma, the only
undergraduate
chapter
in
Missouri.
Brother H. M. Purnell and Brother A.
A. Dunson were presented
to the conference, the latter giving a brief sketch
of his life and stressing
the cardinal
principle-Scholarship.
Brother Edward
James of the undergraduate
chapter was
presented
and made a talk giving the
history of Eta Sigma.
Brother
Gray
and Brother Peyton also made a -f'ew
remarks.
Committee appointments:
Committee on Permanent
Organization
--Brother
H. M. Purnell,
Chairman;
Brother L. Nicholson, Brother A. A. Kildare, Brother C. A. Blue, Brother H.
Jackson.
Committee on Nominations - Brother
Herman
Dreer, Chairman;
Brother
.J.
H. Gray, Brother J. M. Bailey.
Committee
on Closing ResolutionsBrother
John
H. Purnell,
Chairman;
Brother
T. H. Miles, Brother
T. H.
Wiseman.
The Saturday
morning session of the
conference opened with the Eighth Dis-
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Representa
' e p
'ding,
y a
Conference:
This
provided
a
for discussion,
D' c
ion came
con 'erence floor and was opened
the D'
iet Repr
entative, who aned the que tion
from his point of
He aid that a State Conference
••ould enable him to benefit by the experiences
of other brothers.
Further,
that
certain
benefits
may
accrue
to
brotber
and to their respective
commllIlitie as the result of such a meeting.
The
next
contribution
came
from
Brother
H. Dreer, St. Louis.
He aner ed the question, Why a State Conference, in the light of certain activities
at our last conclave.
He said such a
ronference
would enable us to guard
against
the fraternity
being used for
elfish purposes.
He said a State Conference would help to break down sectional prejudices.
Brothers
would come
to know one another
better.
There
would, therefore,
not be a possibility of
exploiting
the offices of the fraternitywe will be able to select the best men
for the good of Omega.
Secondly, he
said that we need an objective for our
local chapters and chat a State Conferference will serve as an articulation
unit
o bring about such an objective. Again,
ch a conference
would
serve as a
clearing agency for placement;
for it is
not only the responsibility
for the fraternity
to see men of quality through
college, but also to put them to work
after graduation.
The next participant
in the morning's
discus ion was Brother John H. Purnell,
St, Louis, Missouri.
He contended
that
many men find it quite inconvenient
to
a end the conclave.
A State Conference would serve the purpose for these
en, They should have the opportunity
to meet new brothers and learn a great
deal more about Omega as she functions.
I
would give a large number
of the
men an opportunity
to rethink the pro'" ill
of Omega and become inspired
ref rom.
Secondly, he continued,
the
eonelave
with its broad
business
and
social program
makes unusual demands
0' the time
of the delegates,
so much
- that they do not have an opportunity
ealize the significance of our fraternal credo:
"Friendship
is essential
to
"e," A State Conference
would- enable
e men to function in smaller unitscome to know each other.
The next contribution
was made by
Brother
Laurence
Nicholson of the unde r aduate 'chapter
in Jefferson
City,
~r uri. His contention was that such
a conference would make the presence of
Omega
felt
throughout
the
State.
Further,
it would arouse the school men
throughout
the state to a consciousness
o' the fact that there was an underduate chapter
at Lincoln, and that
, in turn would "preach the gospel
- re

of Omega" to potential
material.
They
looked at the question through the perspective of the undergraduate.
Brother J. C. McMorries
of Jefferson
City said that the answer for the question of Why a State Conference was to
be found simply in the growth of the
organization.
The complexity
of the
organization
leads to the necessity
for
clarification
of needs and problems
in
smaller groups.
For, he continued,
the
best organization
is that which meets the
particular
needs of its members.
How
can we keep this huge body together
meeting once a year?
State Conferences
are necessary to solve problems peculiar
to localities
or problems
that
might
arise between annual meetings.
The next speaker was Brother
A. A.
Dunson.
He proceeded
to enumerate
things which might be felt and accrue
from a State Conference.
(1) It would
serve as a medium for getting detached
brothers
back into ,the organization.
(2)
We would know each other's ability and
capacities
and
thereby
facilitate
the
activity
of clearing
agency
for placement. At this juncture
Brother Donaldson pledged
his support
to the local
undergraduate
chapter
in its effort to
build a strong
organization.
Brother
Hiram
Jackson,
Eta
Sigma, was appointed Publicity
Chairman
of the conference.
Brother
U. S. Donaldson,
District
Representative,
St. Louis, Missouri, who
gave an inspiring talk toward the presentation of the speaker, Brother Turner
H. Wiseman.
He gave as his reasons
for presenting
the speaker:
(1) He is a
Jefferson
City boy; (2) He knows the
place, the school and its history;
(3) He
would bring us something
that would
open up to us new vistas and be an
inspiration
to all .•
The subject of his address was "Omega
Faces the West," and it was responded
to by Brother Donaldson.
Omega faces
the west in (1) principles,
(2) opportunity
to serve,
(3) potential
future
greatness,
(4)
in seizing
his opportunities.
Symposium:
"The Reclamation
of Detached Omega Men." Reclamation
means
interesting
the men again in fraternity
activity and program
to the extent that
will promote and even initiate activities
in harmony with the cardinal principles
and practices:
(1 j, We must consider
reclamation
as a salesmanship
problem.
We must analyze what we have to sell.
We must take stock of our usefulness
and be sure we have something to offer.
(2) We want to know the person
to
whom we sell.
We want to know his
tastes,
desires,
etc.
If we are to reclaim him, we have to offer him things
other organizations
do not offer him.
We must do more than compete with
them.
(3) We have to consider
the

role of satisfaction
in the job of reclamation.
This involves a consideration
of
what men do like and what men do not
like in fraternities.
Give them less of
what they do not like in our meetings
and services.
Men do not like long business
sessions, so we must mix the social with
business.
We must see that the brothers' time is emotionally
good.
Men do
not like practices
that do not square or
harmonize
with
fraternal
principles.
Petty
business,
petty
politics
will be
driven away from the organization.
Men like to have a sense of belonging
to something
worth while.
They like
self-expression.
They like to work on
worthwhile
projects.
Men want a sense
of security
and a feeling of "togetherness" so far as their problems are concerned.
M'en like real recreation.
The address was favorably
responded
to by Brothers Kildare, Jason, Fletcher,
the three of them putting
forth some
excellent
ideas and plans
for the reclaiming of the lost Omega men.
CO~nn'l'TEE

REPORTS

The following
recommendations
were
made:
1. The name of the organization
shall
be the Missouri State Conference of the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
2. The conference
shall consist of the
following
officers: Basileus ; Keeper
of
Records and Seal; Keeper of Finance;
State Editor;
Vlce-Basileus
and Director of Personnel
and Placement
and a
Chaplain.
3. There shall bel an executive council,
the personnel
of which shall be the
above-named
officers. The National District Representative
shall be an ex-officio
member.
4. These officers shall be nominated
and elected annually by the conference.
5. The function of these officers shall
be the same as those outlined in the constitution
of the fraternity,
except that
the Vice- Basileus .shall also have the
duties
of Director
of Personnel
and
Finance.
By-LAws

Section I
1. The conference
shall make necessary by-laws which shall be in keeping
with constitution
of Fraternity.
2. Revenues shall be raised from conference
registration
fees
and
from
chapter
taxations,
subject
to the approval
of member
chapters,
and such
other means as the conference may hereinafter provide.
3. The conference shall meet the weekend of the second week in April of each
year.
4<.The place for holding the next conference shall be determined
by the conference in session.
5. This constitution
may be amended
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at any - ssion by a No-third
vote.

majority

Section
II
The amendment must be in writing to
the member chapters and postmarked
at
least thirty days before the conference
convenes.
The report as a whole was adopted.
Respectfully
submitted
H. Monroe Purnell, C}winl1ctn.
Laurence Nicholson,
A. A. Kildare,
C. A. Blue,
Hiram Jackson.
EJ.ECTION

OF

OFFICERS

The Basileus-e-Brother
John II. Purnell, St. Louis.
Vice-Basileus
and Director' of Personnel and Placement=-J. C. Morr ies, Jefferson City.
Keeper of Records and Seal-Brother
H. Monroe Purnell, Columbia.
Keeper of Finance-Brother
Laurence
Nicholson, Jefferson City.
State
Editor - Brother
T.
T.
F.
Fletcher.
Chaplain-Brother
Turner
H. Wiseman, Kansas City.
The site of the conference
next year
was carried by a majority
vote.
It is
to meet at Lincoln University,
Eta Alpha and Eta Sigma Chapters.
Closing resolutions
read as drawn up
with the consent of necessary corrections
were carried.
Report of the Committee
tions

of the
Omega

State
Psi Phi

Jefferson

on Closing

Conference
Fraternity

Resoluof the
at

City, Missouri
April

2-4, 1937.

Mr. Chairman:
Your Committee met and drafted such
resolutions
as it supposed
this conference could with propriety
adopt
and
presented
them to the Saturday
afternoon session for suggestions, revision or
alteration,
before final adoption.
This
report
represents
the
resolutions
as
modified
and finally
adopted
by the
Conference.
Respectfully
submitted,
John H. Purnell,
Chair-mom,
Turner
H. Wiseman, Member.
Be it resolved: That this Conference
go on record as adopting resolutions
as
follows:
1. That a letter of thanks be sent to
President
Florence for his generosity in
so graciously
granting
the Conference
the use of facilities of the University.
2. That a letter of thanks be sent to
Eta Sigma and Eta Alpha Chapters for
the respective parts they played in making the Conference a success.
3. That the idea of state conferences
be encouraged
and developed, and that
plans be made to hold a fraternal
con-

ference in Missouri annually at a place
and time determined
by this conference,
the local chapter
or chapters
of the'
place selected, concurring:
4. That the persons who have attended
and participated
in the work of this
Conference, especially the District
Representative,
the speakers,
and the per-'
sons who gave generously
of their time
and energy in committee rooms, be given
a vote of thanks.
5. That copies of the proceedings
of'
this conference including copies, or abstracts of the main speeches, be prepared
in sufficient numbers to have two copies
for the files of the conference, and one
copy to send to each member of the Supreme Council;
one copy to the District Representative
for his record and
one copy to each Keeper of Record and
Seal of each Chapter in the District.
.6. That then the District
Representative prepare a diagram of the administration
and organization
of the Fraternity showing the relationships
of the
District
and State Conferences
to then
scheme
and
respectfully
request
the
proper
officer of the Supreme
Council
to furnish sufficient copies to each Chapter to supply its membership.
This for
the Chapter's
general information
and
guidance.
7. That the conference
go on record
as endorsing those educational measures
now before
the Missouri
Legislature
which this conference
considers to the
best interest of. Negro education of the
State of Missouri, to wit,
House Bill No. 35, House Bill No.
484, and House Bill No. 330; these bills
relation respectfully
to divide terms for
the members of the Board of Curators
of Lincoln University, to the establishing
of a Commission to make a two-year
survey
of
Negro
education
in
the
United States, and to provide for a retirement of persons in the teaching service of the State.
8. Finally, that the State Editor prepare releases of the proceedings
of this
Conference
for the daily and weekly
papers.

PROGRAM

HELD

IN

PAGE

AUDITORIUM
Lincoln
Music:

University,
Lift

Every

Invocation

Sunday,

April 4, 1937

Voice and Sing
Community Singing

Brother

A.

A. Dunson

Greetings:
(a) Lincoln

University,
Dr. W. R. Talbot
(b) Eta Sigma Chapter,
Brother Laurence Nicholson, Basileus
(c) Eta Alpha Chapter,
Brother H. Monroe Purnell, Basileus

Music:

Instrumental
Solo
Miss· Helen

Wimberly

Address: "Preparation
of the Omega Psi
Phi
Fraternity,"
Herman
Dreer,
Assistant
Principal,
Sumner
High
. School, St. Louis, Missouri.
Vocal

Solo..

......Miss Helen

Phillips

Add~!iss: "Omega in Retrospect:
As a
F~'~'~er Grand Basileus Views Her,"
.Brother
J. C. McMorries,
Dean
of
Lincoln University.
Standing
thoughts

Omega
men thought
their
and then sang, "Omega Dear"
Adjo1t1'1l/rnent

Note:
The Regional
Conference
for
the Eighth District was held at St. Paul,
Minn., May 28, 29, 30, 1937. No notes
are available on this meeting.

Regional
Charles

Activities-Tenth
E. Henry,

District

District
Representative

Iota chapter of Chicago, Phi chapter
of Ann Arbor, Mich., Pi Psi chapter of
Urbana, Ill., Nu Omega chapter of Detroit, Mich., Sigma Omega chapter
of
Chicago, III., and Zeta Phi chapter
of
Indianapolis
are the six chapters
located in Illinois,
Indiana
and Michigan
making up the Tenth District.
Although
somewhat
removed from those centers
where Omega is numerically
strongest
the tenth district makes up for what it
lacks in numbers of chapters by exhibiting a brand of Omega spirit and accomplishment
unexcelled anywhere.
In Ann Arbor Phi chapter
has had
nineteen active members in the chapter
and while several of these were in the
graduate
school and finished their work
in June a fine nucleus for this school
year was left. During the year recognition from the University
was gained
for the chapter and in the final rating
of chapters Phi was right at the top of
all fraternities,
in the University.
In
Georgia the chapters continue to maintain the high standard
of efficiency for
which they have long been famous. This
office commends
the civic activity
of
Sigma Omega of Chicago to all chapters
of Omega where 'ever they may be. This
year Sigma Omega chapter raised and
gave to a community project, the Boys
Club of Chicago, over two thousand dollars and this makes the third year this
program
has been carried
out.
Incidently the Boys club of Chicago has a
good Omega for its executive secretary.
In April it was my good fortune to
visit Nu Omega chapter in Detroit
at
the time of their formal installation
of
officers and dinner dance. In all lines of
activity I found Omega men forging to
the fore and the chapter
one of the
finest groups with which I have ever had
the pleasure
of fraternizing.
To Nu
Omega I say, "Push on." This chapter
and auxilIary sent a liberal cash donation
to the chapter
in Louisville
for flood
relief.
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Zeta Phi of Indianapolis
continu
to
the mo L active chapter of an: f'raL.
in the city. They hold the pre idenq and he
urv of the local interfra~ernity
council
which
rai ed over
three hundred dollars for the flood relief
work of the Red Cross last winter.
In
this project Zeta Phi initiated and took
the lead ill carrying
it out. The finest
achievement
program
in the history of
- e chapter
was carried
out last year

and thi
year bigger and better plans
are being carried out.
Pi Psi chapter of Urbana at present
seems to be a victim of one of those
periodic
slumps
that
freqnently
have
come to chapters
in northern
schools.
A t this time
I am unable
to report accurately
on the situation
in Pi
Psi chapter
but within the next few
weeks I shall visit the chapter
if any,
to see what steps might be taken to revive this once thriving group.

The tentli district holds its first conference in Indianapolis
Nov. 12-13 with
Zeta Phi as host.
At this writing the
Grand Basileus and Grand Keeper of
Records and Seals have already accepted
our invitation to be present and participate, and 100 pel' c~nt representation
on
the' part of the chapters
is confidently
expected.
The. general
theme of the
conference
will'· be "The Chapter
and
the

Community.""

----e---THE OMEGA PSI PHI CONFERENCE OF VIRGiNIA
NOT AN EXPERIMENT BUT A SUCCESS
By
ELLIS F. CORBETT, Founder
The late trend of state and regional
conferences
for the fraternity
has gone
beyond the experimental
stage.
It has
advanced
to the stage of necessity in
further
solidifying
the
organization,
where there is a concentration
of chapter
or a large group of Omega men.
Without question, it bas paid heavy dividends here in Virginia where the first
successful state conference was founded.
_-\.review of the records will prove this.
n after the second year's operation
of the conference, it was reported
that
Omega men in Virginia paid more than
one half of the total dues collected for
that year by the Supreme Council.
Lambda
Omega Chapter
of Norfolk,
Vlrginia,
took the initiative
in 1934. to
invite the eight chapters in the state to
send two or more representatives
to N 01'folk for the purpose of formulating
a
state-wide
organization.
Seven of the
chapters
were represented.
From this
point the organization
was begun.
With
the help of a large number of detached
" iting Omega men, a well rounded pro"",am was adopted.
This was a new day in the life of Virginia Omega. From this point the movement has advanced to the state that it is
indi pen sible to the propel' functioning
of Omega in this state.
The econd annual conference was invited to convene in Lynchburg
in 1935.
Delegates
from every chapter
in the
state nervously journeyed
to the "City
of Hills" to find if this idea was worth
The response
was gratifying.
A
wider program
was adopted.
The confidence given by this surprising
attendance ear-marked
the state conference as
a
nccessful
experiment.
This part!cnlar meeting has been named ·the "Cit" ip Conference,"
for it was here

that a decision was made that every
delegate in attendance
at a conference
must be a registered
voter.
It was
Brother
T. L. Taylor,
deceased,
then
President,
who brought
the realization
to the conference that to be good Omega
men we must be good citizens.
The Omega Psi Phi State Conference
met in Richmond in 1936 for its third
annual session.
It was here that the
conference
took inventory
of its program to discover its faults and remedy
the same. Several outstanding
contributions were made here which will be reviewed later in this article.
The Fourth and most recent Annual
conference was held in Roanoke in May
of this year.
As it happens the growth
of the conference has caused each meeting to be larger and better than any
previous
one, but the Roanoke's
conference, so thoroughly
planned, will be
difficult to match by other host chapters in the future.
Too much credit
cannot be given Gamma Alpha Chapter for the splendid manner
in which
the conference
was conducted.
So this conference moves into its fifth
year of its existence . . . . the oldest
State Conference in point of continuous
operation and the father of them all.
A ocom-plishrnents

. . . .

The Conference
was founded on the
basis that there were definite problems
facing members of the race in this state
that might be met with the happy cooperation of the large number of Omega
men here.
With the splendid cooperation of the various chapters in the state
as well as detached members, the Omega
Psi Phi State Conference has made some
very definite accomplishments
of which
it is proud.

There could be no greater
gain than
to have a large number of unflnancial
men reclaimed.
As a result of the work
of this organization
scores of unfinancial
members
have been returned
to the
folds.
The Couference has done a great work
in making its, members ballot conscious.
This conference
requires that all members in attendance present their poll tax
receipt.
As a result of this requirement most of the chapters require their
members be voters.
Alpha Alpha Chapter at one time inactive has been returned
to the active
list.
One phase of the state program
to
place Negro History as a course in the
Negro high schools of the state has met,
in some degree, with success.
Already
two high schools have this course, and
there are signs that others will soon be
in that grQ..up.
Each chapter
in the state
has organized
a
"Wives
and
Sweethearts
A uxiliary" for the purpose of assisting
the chapters
in their various activities.
The Employment
Committee
of the
State Conference has been successful in
placing several unemployed
Omega men
ill the state.
Already
this committee
has completed a list of all Omega men
here with their qualifications.
Above all, this organiza.tion
has
a great way made the great state
Virginia
"Omega Conscious."

As in the past Omega men from all
over are invited to meet with us in our
annual sessions.
The next meet is to be
held the second Friday in May, 1938, in
Petersburg,
Virginia.
This
organization,
still
small,
passed the experimental
stage.
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ANNOUNCING

The New 1938 Edition
BALFOUR BLUE BOOK
FOR MEN

Mail Coupon below for
Your Free Copy of the 1938
BALFOUR BLUE BOOK

New Rings in 10K and sterling.
Wide price range.

•

STATIONERY

English Saddle Leather Toilet
Set. Paddock cloth lining.

New Balfour
stationery
features
"Diagonelle"
in white, tan, and
blue.

Have you see the new BLACK
stationery on which is used white
ink or a gold or silver pencil?

-- -.---------

FREE -

--j

FREE

Paste Coupon on a Penny
Post Card - Fill out and
Mail-Better
do it TODAY!
...............................................

L. G.

Date

BALFOUR CO.

ATTLEBORO,

MASS.

Kindly send me the following
FREE:
1938 Blue Book
Stationery Samples
Xmas Card Samples
Dance Program Samples
Invitation Samples

o
o
o

o

NAME
STREET
CITy

•

•

I

•
Imported Morocco Bill Foldsbrown and black.

•

.

•

•

•
Cork Book Ends. A new acceswry for your desk.

FRATERNITy

Company
MASSACHUSETTS

.

In Canada: Henry
.................................

Romantic Pearl Ensembles for
fine gifts. Genuine pearl compacts, cases for cigarettes with
pow d e r compartment, pearl.
combs with mirror case.

Official Jeweler to Omega Psi Phi

AT T L EiB 0 R 0
STATE

•
Starlight Ensemble - cigarette
case and compact in midnight
black enamel with a myriad of
rhinestone stars.

I~. G. Balfou.-

.

T win Lipsticks Compact features one lipstick for daytime
and another for evening.

Dashboard Desk Set includes
clock, thermometer, Parker pen,
blotter, calendar.

Watch Cigarette Case of transparent Pyralin-watch
in top.

Gentlemen:

o

I
I

•

Stirrup C I0 c k-Pigskin
and
Metal Stirrup with Clock.

Pull Drawer Lighter and Case.
Lighter in special drawer.

Mail Coupon for FREE
Samples.

R i n g s - Your Horoscope IncludedFREEwith Special Birthstone Ring on Page 16.

A Watch Compact is a timely
gift suggestion. A real watch in
a compact - encased in smart
black leather or white enamel.

•

Small note sheets of ivory cloth
or square check are convenient.

FREE -

FOR WOMEN

Birks & Sons in Affiliation -

Montreal
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Dr. W. Russell (K.R.l
1120 9th St., Augusta, Ga.
ALPHA PHI-W. E. Elston (K.R.l
614 12th Ave., N., Birmingham, Ala.
BETA PHI-Gea. W. Cox (Bas.!
Box 201, Durham, N. C.
GAMMA PHI-Dr. J. B. Singleton (Bas.l
1208~ Cedar St., Nashville, Tenn.
J. W. Beasley (K.R')
1112 Jackson St., Nashville, Tenn.
EPSILON PHI-B. Lewis (K.R.!
1175 Cannon St., Memphis, Tenn.
ZETA PHI-Emory A. James (Bas.!
1306 Finley St., Indianapolis, Ind.
F. A. Parker (K.R.!
2540 Boulevard Place, Indianapolis, Ind.
ETA PHI-C. Coates (Bas.!
G. M. Soloman (K.R')
85 Inman St., Cambridge, Mass.
THETA PHI-Jackson
M. Daniels (K.R.!
2542 W. 5th St., Jacksonville, Fla.
IOTA PHI-Dr. C. L. Mellon (Bas.!
325 Mayflower Street
Pittsburgh, Pa.
KAPPA PHI-J. A. Walker (Bas.!
1233 Madison St., Paducah, Ky.
LAMBDA PHI-L. R. Bywaters (K.R.)
Fort Valley N. £:r I. School, Fort Val·
ley, Ga.
MU PHI-R. Gadsden (K.R.!
608 W. 36th St., Savannah, Go.
DELTA PHI-Dr. W. B. Scott (K.R.!
406 Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.
NU PHI-J. O. Bowles (Bas.!
2708 Anita Ave., Houston, Texas
Wm. Moore (K.R.)
1614 Carr St., Houston, Texas
XI PHI-E. B. Weatherless (Bes.I
405 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Phillip Jones (K.R.!
327 Holsey St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
OMICRON PHI-J. H. Whiteman (Bas.)
1328 Oak St., Columbia, S. C.
T. J. Hanberry (K.R.!
600 Marion St., Columbia, S. C.
PI PHI-L. Alexander (K.R.l
517 S. Caldwell St., Charlotte, N. C.
RHO PHI-C. H. Hill (K.R.l
5420 Franklin Ave., New Orleans, La.
SIGMA PHI-E. C. Russell (Bas.l
State Teachers College, Montgomery,
Ala.
T. A. Love (K.R.!
309 Tuttle Ave., Montgomery, Ala.
UPSILON PHI-Dr. Ches. Gibson (Bas.!
1 Summit Ave., Summit, N. J.
Atty. R. M. Yancy (K.R.!
45 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
CHI PHI-W. H. Pinkett (Bas.l
2650 Gilpin St., Denver, Colo.
F. S. Brickler (K.R.l
1218 E. 23rd Ave., Denver, Colo.

PHI PHI-H. I. Rose (Bas.!
208 So. Aid Bldg.
W. T. White (K.R.l
1244 Du Boise Ave., Richmond, Va.
ALPHA ALPHA-John W. Lee (K.R.!
27 libby St., Phoebus, Va.
BETA ALPHA-Levi Patton
Alcorn College, Alcorn, Miss.
GAMMA ALPHA-J. H. Lewis (Bas.!
1225 Burrell St., Roanoke, Va.
L; A. Sydnor (K.R.l
810 ]!h St., Roanoke, Va .
DELTA ALPHA-L. O. Lewis (K.R.l
2338. Lakeview, Dayton, Ohio
EPSILON ALPHA-W. K. McMillan (Bcs.)
1327 MissCluri Ave., Fort Worth, Texas
C. O. Wallis (K.R.l
1053 Humbert St., Fort Worth, Texas
ZETA ALPHA-R. M. Harris (Bcs.)
Box 3.11, Warrenton, N. C.
ETA ALPHA-H. M. Purnell (Bas.l
301 N. 5th St., Columbia, Mo.
Dr. A. A. Kildare (K.R.l
lincoln University, Jefferson City, Mo.
THETA ALPHA-Dr. E. H. Browne (Bas.!
Homer Hamilton (K.R.l
2700 Flora St., Dallas, Texas.
IOTA ALPHA-L. C. Porter (Bas.!
Leon Nonce (K.R.l
J. H. Stokes (Ed.l
234 N. University Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.
KAPPA ALPHA-W. H. Witherspoon (Bcs.)
221 Wilson St., Rock Hill, S. C.
A. L. Stanback (K.R.l
Clinton College ,Rock Hill, S. C.
LAMBDA ALPHA-J. O. Mosely (K.R.l
Southern University, Scotlandville, La.
NU ALPHA-Dr. Boisey Barnes (Bcs.I
525~ E. Nash St., Wilson, N. C.
XI ALPHA-R. A. Parker (Bas.l
1336 Elmwood Ave., Charleston, W. Va.
W. Christian (K.R.)
914 Lewis St., Charleston, W. Va.
OMICRON ALPHA-Dr.
S. R. Rosemond
(Bas).
.
409 N. 7th St., Wilmington, N. C.
W. J. Wheeler (K.R.)
818 Red Cross St., Wilmington, N. C.
ALPHA SIGMA-Wm.
H. Collins (Bas.l
R. D. Motley (K.Rol
Morris Brown College, Atlanta, Ga.
BETA SIGMA-Peter J. Van Puhl (K.R.)
Southern University, Scotlandville, La.
GAMMA SIGMA-J. Ramsoure (Bas.l
Fred Font (K.R.l
Ala. State Teachers College, Montgomery, Ala.
DELTA SIGMA-F. Martin (Bes.)
634 S. 15th St., Louisville, Ky.
E. T. Bardford (K.R.l
1511 Garland Ave., Louisville, Ky.
MU ALPHA-H. C. Moultrie
92 Morris St., Charleston, S. C.
EPSILON SIGMA-L. McGee
Tillotson College, Austin, Texas
ZETA SIGMA-L. A. Saunders (Bas.l
James Broady (K.R.l
Bluefield State Teachers College, Bluefield, W. Va.
THETA SIGMA-Earl Clay (Bas.l
2104 State St., New Orleans, La.
Wesley Brown (K.Rol
2338 Blemont Place, New Orleans, La.
PI PSI-John M. Jones (K.R.l
1203 W. Stoughton St., Urbano, III.

